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Knock, Knock9 BOOM!
Tennessee man arrested on charges
after backing truck into hotel room

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
A tarpaulin covers the wall section of a room at the Super 8 Motel here this morning.
A guest backed his truck into his room Tuesday night. No injuries were reported in the
incident, but the dnver, Donald Alley of Clarksville, Tenn., was arrested

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
It wasn't the wake-up call anyone at the Super 8 Motel expected
to get when a guest backed his
vehicle into his room and caved in
the front wall.
Donald Alley, 38, of Clarksville,
Tenn., was arrested and charged
with first degree criminal mischief
and second offense operating a
vehicle under the influence after
backing his truck into Room 105 at
approximately 11.10 p.m. Tuesday,
according to a report from Murray
Police Department.
Robert Dick, an employee at
Super 8, said he didn't witness the
accident but heard it.
"I heard a boom and I came out

and saw him getting out of the
truck," he said. "The AC was still
running when I got in here."
The air conditioning unit had
been pushed to the center of the
room and electrical sparks were
flying. he said.
Alley's work partner was asleep
in the second bed when Alley
rammed into the room, Dick said.
"He didn't even ask that guy if
he was okay," he added.
The Murray Police Department
reported no injuries in the incident.
According to Dick, the hotel
just recently remodeled the rooms
and is preparing for an inspection.
'The bad part is I painted these
five to ,rns." he said, gesturing to
room 105 and the surrounding

units.
Tom
B uchanan. a guest at
the hotel, said he
didn't know what
had
happened
even though he
was above room
105.
"I'm in 203
and I didn't hear
Alley
anything," he said.
Alley was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail where he
remained this morning on a $500
cash bail.
The manager at Super 8 Motel
was unavailable for comment at
press time.

Fundraising Protection from Property
County board taking steps to clean up unkempt property
efforts eyed
for skate park
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Many youngsters. parents and other mires-nem interested in raising money to construct a skate park in Murray met for the first time
Monday night to map out a strategy.
Dan Lavit, assistant dean of continuing education at Murray
State University who is aiding the effort, said skating enthusiasts
and their supporters are just beginning to get
FYI
organized but there is a lot of enthusiasm in the
For more inforplanning effort.
manon about the
"Basically we're getting a little more organconstruction pro- ized that we have been," he said. "We're putting
posal. contact
together a game plan for some fundraising, but I
Murray-Calloway think it will take a few meetings before we'll
County Parks
really be organized."
Director Matt
Lavit said the committee is still not sure how
Martin at 762much of the money will have to be raised or
0325.
even where the park will be located.
"It's a range right now and that's because
we're not sure exactly what we are going to get
yet,- Lavit paid."We have reached a decision as an organization that
we want to be in Chestnut Park. We will meet with the parks board
soon to see if we can confirm that.Aleshia Banks, owner of ECS Racing and Skate Shop on
Chestnut Street, was chosen as chair of a newly-elected MurrayCalloway County Skatepark Committee. She said committee members and volunteers would begin soon to collect an approximate
$25,01:X1-$30,(XK).
"I hope we can do it because it will be so good for these kids."
Banks said, adding that she's raising an 8-year-old skater of her own
who is very enthusiastic about the project.
Murray-Calloway County Parks Director Matt Martin said he
was glad to see a grassroots effort by the community supporting
construction of a park. Martin initiated the proposal earlier this year
during an open forum that attracted almost 1(10 supporters including
youngsters, parents, city government and law enforcement.
Martin said the original plans for the park have been revised in a
way that would possibly increase costs: however he said cost cutting measures will be one way to make sure the chances of construction will proceed.
"We can probably tweak their design and take a few things out,
but the target goal is still around $85,000."
The committee has a big task ahead, but they will get some help.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
'
The Calloway County
Property Protection Board has
classified three trailer homes
in the county as a threat to
public safety and has ordered
g= owocra to, *en le
.Issowevear
involved have either not iaken
required action or have failed
to communicate with the environmental planner's efilkm.
So now, the county is taking
bids to destroy the structures
and clean up the sites at taxpayer expense.
Calloway Planner Alicia
Tabers said the county's action
is taken as a last resort.
"There are several other
complaints, but I am working
with those people because they
are staying in contact with this
office to resolve the is.sue," she
said. "I have several contractors that have been out to look
at the three properties and I run
in the process of taking bids
for the clean-up efforts."
One of the three structures
belong.. to Ron Buck of
Murray and is located on
White Oak Drive near
Southwest
Calloway
Elementary School. Two others are located on Alford Drive
near the Panorama Shores
area. One of the homes
belongs to Jesse Innis, who is
now deceased. The other
belongs to county resident
Debra Wyatt.
According to Tabers, lmus'
family had been contacted
about the situation but has

le

TOM BERRYPLedger & Times
This former trailer on White Oak Drive is one of three classified as a threat to public safety and slated for destruction and clean-up by the Calloway County Property Protection
Board. The county is also taking bids for the destruction of two other dilapidating trailers
on Alford Drive under authority of a new county ordinance approved by the fiscal cowl in
December.
declined responsibility for the
property. Wyatt has been contacted by Tabers and has
reportedly established commu-

nication with the county conceming the issue but has not
taken. any action regarding the
property.

Tabers said Buck has so far
failed to fully comply with the
county's request. She noted
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PADUCAH. Ky.(API — State and local officials in the Land Between the Lakes region have
learned Kentucky transportation officials plan to
scale back bridge projects over Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley.
However, a state lawmaker said the revised
plans keep four-lane spans for the bridges that will
carry U.S. 68 and Kentucky Route 80.
Narrow, two-lane structures now can') traffic
across the bridges that link the popular Land

Between the Lakes National Recreation area with
Canton to the east and Aurora on the west
State Rep. Melvin Henley said he and other
officials, including Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins. met last week in
Frankfort with Transportation Secretary Joe
Prather and other state officials.
Henley said the state is revising plans for the
new bndges. but still plans to build four-lane
spans.
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WHY DID THE GOOSE CROSS THE ROAD?: Because the pond is on the other side. This gaggle is apparently returning to
the cool waters of their South Bethel Road home after venturing elsewhere in the early summer heat that has reached near
100 degrees in Calloway County

Buchanan, Tenn., man Ky. Sec. of State Grayson
injured in 1-24 wreck says primary went smooth
Staff Report
Two men were rushed to Caldwell County Hospital Tuesday
afternoon for treatment of injuries suffered during a two-vehicle
accident on Interstate 24 in Lyon County.
According to a report from Kentucky State Police, John Heiman,
34, of Iola, Kan., passed a vehicle supporting a striping operation on
the highway around 2:47 p.m. However Heiman collided with a
1986 Chevrolet S- I0 pick -up truck driven by Richard Wilson,47, of
Buchanan, Tenn., when he re-entered the right lane.
The impact caused Wilson's vehicle off the highway. Helman's
2007 Ford truck also left the roadway and overturned, coming to a
rest on the side of the road.
Wilson was transported to ('aldwell County Hospital suffering
from neck and back pain_ Heiman was treated and then airlifted to
Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville. Tenn., for treatment of multiple injuries.
KSP was assisted at the scene by Kentucky Vehicle
Enforcement, Lyon County Rescue, Eddyville Fire Department,
Lyon County EMS and PHI Air Medical, according to the report.

•Skate park
From Front
Murray City Administrator Matt
Mattingly and Murray City
Council member Linda Cherry

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky's top election official
is hoping the record turnout in
last month's
primary is a
sign that voter
participation
will be high in
November.
Seteetary of
Trey
State
Grayson said
that the May
20 primary in
Grayson
Kentucky went
smoothly. Grayson's comments
came as the State Board of
Elections certified the results.
The official results verified

what everyone already knew —
that Hillary Rodham Clinton
trounced Barack Obama in
Kentucky. Clinton has since
suspended her presidential cam[align and endorsed Obarna.
The official results showed
Bruce Lunsford won a clear sictory in the Democratic Senate
primary. Lunsford will challenge Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell in the fall.
Grayson says the estimated
32 percent overall turnout last
month was a record for a prese
dential primary in Kentucky.
His office estimates 43 percent
of registered Democrats and 19
percent of Republicans voted.

has not yet considered the issue.
but Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins said the court would certainly consider a request and
would be willing to do whatever

they could within budget constraints.
Martin said he hopes the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Recreation Department can
come up with an additional 25
percent through a donation or
possible grants to aid the effort.
However the committee and
youth and adult volunteers will
have to raise the remainder of
the funds. Suggestions so far
include a rock concert in
Murray-Calloway Central Park,
car washes, restatuatat rebate
nights, donations from businesses, civic organizations and individuals, participation in city and
county sponsored "Help Keep
the City Clean" projects that pay
$6 per hour for those who pick
up trash along roadways. yard
sales and donation cans placed
at local businesses or collected
on the streets.
Martin said he is willing to
help in any way he can and is
hoping for success in the effort.
"I'm just really glad to see so
many interested in helping," he
said. "They've got the opportunity to put money in the bucket,
but its up to them to put it to
good use. If we don't raise the
money at least we tried."

••

told the group in April that
Murray City Hall supports the
effort and is willing to pay 25
percent of the estimated cost.
Calloway County Fiscal Court

Jennifer Rogers, ARNP
FAMILY PRACTICE NURSE PRACTITIONER
Primary Care Medical Center welcomes ;ts newest Family Nurse
Practitioner, Jennifer Rogers. Jennifer brings with her 5 years of
experience as a Family Nurse Practitioner in Murray. She received her
Master of Science in Nursing from the University of Illinois-Chicago. She
is the mother of two boys, Caleb (8) and
Nathan (5). Jennifer and husband Jamie
enioy coaching youth sports in the
community. She is excited to be
practicing at Primary Care
Medical Center, and she would
like to welcome former and new
patients to her new location.

Primary rn
40
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
Mon - Fri:
Saturday:
Sam - 6pm
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keiltickylnBrIef
Ky. lawmakers: Agreement
reached on pension plan
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — Kentucky lawmakers say they've
agreed on a proposal armed at strengthening the state's financially
troublexi pension system, and the governor indicated he would call a
special session for the plan to be considered.
House and Senate leaders who met at the Capitol on Tuesday
said they agreed on a prim and would ask Gov. Sieve Beshear to calf
the special session Beshear's office issued a statement Tuesday
night saying he would call a special session for June 23 if final
details of a draft bill are worked out.
'We've got a good start, and I think the people of Kentucky
deserve it," House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, said.
"We have compiled a rather significant liability and we need to start
working on paying it down.''
Kentucky's state retirement system covers retirement benefits for
more than 445,000 people. T'ne system is facing an unfunded liability of more than $26 billion
Lawmakers have said that without swift action, the system is facing an eventual financial collapse.
:n late May, Beshear called on lawmakers to lay gown their partisan differences in the interest of crafting a quick pension fix.
Beshear, who is in Japan this week, has said he's willing to call a
special session if lawmakers agree on a plan.

Ky. higher ed interim chief to receive
$25,000 per month
FRANKFORT, Ky iAP) — Trio interim president of the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education will receive a monthly salary of
S25,416.67 plus standard state worker benefits and a state car.
Richard Crofts was given a contract Tuesday by the council's
executive committee. The 6 1/2-month contract begins next Monday
and runs through Dec. 31, with three one-month renewals possible
The 67-year-old graduate of Georgetown College and Duke
University is a former commissioner of higher education in
Mississippi and Montana.
perroarient president. On Monday,
The
a search committee narrowed a list of seven search firms to three.
The committee meets again June 30 to interview representatives of
the firms.
<,..n.incei

searcAtinus f..w !A

3 barges hit bridge over swollen
Mississippi River
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —Three barges loaded with corn broke
loose from a towboat and slammed into a bridge over the swollen
Mississippi River, halting traffic between Iowa and Illinois. authorities
said Tuesday.
The two-lane bridge between Dubuque and East Dubuque, Ill.,
was closed following Monday night's wreck. No one was injured.
One barge, which started sinking, was unloaded on Tuesday and
removed, said Dena Gray-Fisher, a spokeswoman for the Iowa
Department of Transportation.
The tug boat was pushing 15 barges when three broke loose and
the remaining barges collided with other barges along the shore
They were collected and secured.
The tow boat's owner, Marquette Transportation Co. of Paducah.
Ky., was investigating the collision, said company Vice President
Steve Royce.

III Unkempt property ...
From Front
that he has made an effort to
remove metal sheeting around
the trailer, but more work needs
to be done. Buck told the
Murray Ledger & Tintes
Monday that he is aware of the
situation and plans to comply
soon.
"It's been hard because of
my work schedule and trying to
do some work at my place, but I
plan on going back down this
weekend and continue to work
on it," he said.
Buck said he has made
repeated efforts to clean up the
property in the past but old fur.m••••

Sunday:
- 6pm

• A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet ia
paving Poplar Springs Road today and Thursday A leveling
course of asphalt was to be paved today On Thursday, paving
will start on a surface coat or finish coat of asphalt at approximately 7 a.m.. The project should be complete by about 4 p m.
Only residents of Poplar Springs Road should seek access to
the area to allow paving to be finished more quickly. Fishermen
and other boaters should seek an alternate lake access point
111 A bridge over Bee Creek on Bailey Road will be closed for
three to tour days for repairs. The bridge is experiencing some
serious problems that must be repaired before it will be reopened
to the public, according to Calloway County Road Supervisor
Jodie Brooks. and will likely remain closed the rest of the week.
The bridge is located just past Cambridge Drive and shortly
before the three-way intersection at Bailey Road and Wilshire
Drive. For more information, contact the county road department
at 753-4846
II A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans
to close a section of Pottertown Road on Thursday. The closure
will be near the Wildcat community to allow asphalt resurfacing.
During the paving. Ky. 280 will be limited to local traffic only on
each side of the closure
•Fourth Street from Main to Polar streets; Maple Street from
Fourth to Fifth streets, and Fifth Street from Maple to Main will be
closed Saturday from 5 a.m.-2 p.m. for the "Cruisin' on the
Square" car show

Townerler
NOME
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
board office on College Farm
Road. Items on the agenda
include the recognition of
employees, the
retiring
approval of consent agenda
items, a personnel report,
departmental reports and a
superintendent's report.
•The Murray City Council
will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m in the council chambers
at City. Hall. Items on the
agenda include the second
reading to adopt the City of
Murray 2008-09 budget. A
first reading will also be held
to address the rezoning of a
portion of Riviera Courts.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

niture and other refuse have
been dumped at the site.
Property Protection Board
Chairman Dennis McDaniel
said land owners have rights and
the board takes all necessary
legal procedures under a new
county ordinance approved by
Calloway County Fiscal Court
in December to investigate complaints to ensure the property
falls under regulations. An
assessment and photographs of
the property is made by Tabers
and provided to board members
before a decision is made.
"We look at it to see if it's
something the protection board
needs to be involved in. More or
less, we are looking at safety
and health concerns," he said.
"Our primary goal is to look for
conditions that are bad enough
to where someone could be hurt
or injured, or it becomes a nuisance to the community. It could
be something that people or animals could fall into or a child
get hurt."
The board also considers
whether or not the property is
unkempt and has a negative aesthetic impact on the surrounding
community, but those factors are
not considered in declaring a
property unsafe.
McDaniels said board members try to work closely with the
property owner to absolve the
situation.
"We want to help them get
the job done on their own." he
said."We're really not there as a
police action, we're there for

awareness. But under our county ordinance we still have
recourse if we can't get the
cooperation of home owners
and property owners."
The board meets quarterly to
consider and investigate complaints. Complaint forms are
available in Tabers' office at the
Calloway County Courthouse
and at the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department office.
Tabers said the county is now
working with several other
property owners to give them
time to make their property safe.
"We are giving some extra
time because of financial situations: she said. "We just want
everyone to know that this is not
a quick fix and it takes some
time to get these things done.
There is quite a lengthy process
involved. We must go through
the proper due process because
even though these people are in
violation of the ordinance, they
still have rights as property .
owners and we must give them .
ample time to correct the situation before action is taken."
County Attorney David
Harrington is in charge of
recouping taxpayer dollars used
to clear the properties. The
county has considered placing
liens on the owner's property
tax bill as suggested in the ordinance; however considering the
costs involved and possible difficulty selling the properties by
owners, other legal action,
including litigation, may be
taken.
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Mrs. Captain Made Saxon

A graveside service for Mrs Captola Mane Saxon will be today
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m at the Wingo Cemetery in Graves County.
Bro. Richard Youngblood will officiate.
Cordie Maio Faust Dublin
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
Cordie Male Faust Dublin of 203 South 12th St., Murray, Ky.,
visitation is scheduled.
and who would have celebrated her 98th birthday on June 16, 2008,
Mrs. Saxon, 86, South 16th Street, Murray. died Monday. June 9,
passed away Sunday, June 8. 2008, at 9:37 a.m. at Murray Calloway
2008, at 8:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
County Hos ital.
Retired from Fisher Price, she was of Presbyterian faith. Born
She was the oldest, living member of First
April 9, 1922, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late
Christian Church (Disciples of Chnst) where she
Victor Gossum and Eva Berryhill Gossum. Preceding her in death
was a member of the Adult Sunday School Class,
were her husband, Phillip Bert Saxon and two daughters, Phyllis
former member of the Wear Helm Service Circle
Jane Sprungcr and Joetta Saxon. No survivors were listed.
Sunday School Class, Groups I and II, Christian
Women's Fellowship, the Chancel Choir, the
Monday Night Prayer group. and the Purchase
Area Emmaus Community.
The daughter of the late George and Mary
McCord Faust, Cordie Maze was born June 16,
1910, in Sweetwater Texas. She was baptized in
Dublin
and reared in the First Baptist Church, Paris. Tenn.,
WASHINGTON (AP) where she was active in Sunday School and BYPU. Cordie Maze
Saved by Senate Republicans,
Projected drop
moved her membership to First Christian Church in Murray after her
big oil companies dodged an
marriage to Orville 0. Dublin of Mayfield. Ky. Cordie Mate gradu- attempt Tuesday to slap them
for oil prices
ated in 1930 from E. W. Grove High School, Pans, Tenn.. and was with a windfall profits tax and
The pnce ot
gais-Ono
rose !o more than fee a gaiicc
selected as "The Best Looking Girl in the Class of 1930," and May take away billions of dollars in
and is expected to drop after
Day Queen when she designed and sewed the prize winning dress tax breaks in response to the
pnCele peak
from the Home Economics Class. Cordie Male was selected as Miss
prices
that
have
record gasoline
Retail minuter paeolloa
West Tennessee in the preliminaries for Miss Tennessee. During
the nation fuming.
too yealk,
World War II Cordie Mare was assistant manager of McElory's
GOP senators shoved asiile
Department Store in Pans. Her "love" for fabrics and sewing led her the Democratic proposal, arguto a career as a seamstress in her cottage home business in Murray, ing that punishing Big Oil won't
35
Ky., for over twenty (20) years.
do a thing to lower the $4- a-galto
Family and friends are Invited to share in the visitation period, 4 lon-price of gasoline that is
to 8 p.m., Tuesday. June 10. 2008, at J. H. Churchill Funeral Home. sending economic waves across
25
On Wednesday, June II, at 11 a.m., Cordie Male Dublin's 98 the country. High prices at the
20 pry
years of living will be celebrated at First Christian Church
pump are threatening every15
(Disciples of Christ), Murray with Dr. Chuck Rolen, senior pastor thing from summer vacations to
Oere 07 05 09
and Dr. David Roos, former pastor. Music will be by Donnie
Meals on Wheels deliveries to
Crude oil, woo -texas blame:We
Hendrix, pianist, Judy Hill. organist. Margery Shown, soloist. the elderly.
5140 per, bane
Oneida White, accompanist, and The Chancel Choir, directed by
The Democratic energy
'an
Mark Dycus. Burial will be in Antioch Church of Christ Cemetery, package would have imposed a
in Graves County, Ky.. following the service.
,Oo
25 percent tax on any unreason-.
Pallbearers will be Don Faughn, Dan McKeel, Mark Dycus, able profits of the five largest
SO
David Eldredge, Doug VanderMolen and Larry Jackson.
U.S. oil companies, which
en
Honorary pallbearers will be Nancy Manning, Tressia Rogers, together made $36 billion durJean Humphreys, Carolyn Becker, Joanne Roberts, Shama Ballew, ing the first three months of the
10
Crystal Edwards, Margaret Hesseirode, Dr. Hollis Clark, members
year. It also would have given
20
School
Class,
Christian
First
Christian
Church
Adult
Sunday
of the
04 06 06 07 Oft 09
the government more power to
Women's Fellowship, Group I, the Monday Night Bible Study
AP
address oil market speculation, SOURCE Gopartment of Energy
Group, the Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors "family," and staff of opened the way for antitrust
"Average
citizens
are
The Mane Event
against
countries
actions
Cordie Maie Dublin is survived by two daughters, Barbara J. belonging to the OPEC oil car- scratching their heads and saywith
Dublin Schiappa, Carlisle, Mass., and husband Charles F. Schiappa, tel, and made energy price ing, what's wrong
Washington," said Schumer.
and Rebecca Arm Dublin Landolt of Murray. Also surviving are two gouging a federal crime.
GOP opponents argued that
sisters, Sarah F. Faughn of Murray and Zenona F. Harris of Jefferson
"Americans are furious
City, Tenn., nieces and nephews, Don Faughn and wife, Leisa, of about what's going on," little was to be gained by imposing new taxes on the five U.S.
Murray, Karl Harris and wife, Thelma, Savannah, Ga.. Dr. Kim
declared Sen. Byron Dorgan, D- oil giants: Exxon Mobil Corp.,
Harris and wife, Dr. Lois Anne Harris of Liberty. Mo., and Paula
want
said
they
ND. He
Chevron Corp., Shell Oil Co.,
Harris Wolfe and husband, Gary, of Virginia.
Congress to do something about
Inc.
and
America
She was preceded in death by her husband, Orville 0. Dublin; oil company profits and the BP
parents, George and Mary Faust, Paris, Tenn.; brothers, Basil. Atril "orgy of speculation" on oil ConocoPhillips Co.
While these companies may
and John Thomas Faust. Paris, Tenn., and sister, Oreita Faidley, Oak
markets.
he huge, they don't set world oil
Ridge, Tenn.
But Republican leaders said
Expressions of sympathy may be made with floral amingements the Democrats' plan would do prices and raising their taxes
woassloss 4,iticiyurage domestic ott
or donations to Thc Chanycl Choir, First ebri51tan
harm rather than good
and production, the Republicans
(Disciples of Christ), 111 North Fifth St., Murray, KY 42071.
they kept the legislation from said of the Democrats' plan.
being brought up for debate and
"In the middle of what some
John Thomas Lassiter
amendments.
are calling the biggest energy
Aug. 12.1918- June 7. 2()08
On world markets, oil prices shock in a generation ... they
John Thomas Lassiter, Sr., a native and lifelong resident of retreated a bit Tuesday but
proposed as a solution, of all
Calloway County, died after an extended illness at approximately
remained above $131 a barrel. things. a windfall profits tax,"
1:30 p.m. on Saturday. June 7. 2008, at his residence at 901-B North
Gasoline prices edged even Republican
leader
Mitch
20th St., Murray.
higher to a nationwide record McConnell of Kentucky' chided
John was the first of four sons born to his paraverage of $4.04 a gallon.
the Democrats. He called their
ents, James Rupert and Berline (Wilcox) Lassiter,
At the Capitol, Democratic proposal "a gimmick" that
on Aug. 12, 1918. He was educated at Hickory
leaders needed 60 votes and
Grove School and later Murray Training School, they got only 51 senators` sup- would not lower gasoline prices
and only hod back domestic oil
1936.
He
fanned
with
from which he graduated in
including
seven production.
port,
his father until he enlisted in the United States
Republicans who bucked their
-The American people are
Army on April 4, 1941. He trained at Camp
party leaders. Sen. Mary clamoring for relief at the
Shelby, Miss.; Camp Carabelle. Fla.; and Camp
Landrieu of Louisiana, a state pump," agreed Sen. Pete
Livingston, La., before being sent overseas to the
tied closely to the oil industry. Domenici. R-N.M., but "they
Pacific Theater in January 1944. There he actively
was the only Democrat opposserved in the Hawaiian Islands, New Guinea, ing the bill. Senate Majority will get exactly what they don't
Lass/tar
want" under the Democrats'
Leyte, and Luzon, and rose to the rank of sergeant
Leader Harry Reid voted in plan -- higher prices and an
in Company C (later Headquarters Company), 149th Infantry, of the
favor of the measure. but for increase in oil imports.
38th "Cyclone" Division, known as the 'Avengers of Bataan." He
procedural reasons changed his
The hill's supporters argued
was honorably discharged on Nov. 7, 1945, having given more than
vote to "no" so that he could that their proposal was different
four years in service to his country.
bring it up again.
from the windfall profits taxes
During his military service, John married Anna Mae Bailey on
"We are hurting as a country. of the early 1980s that thwarted
the
Henson
in
Benton.
After
home
of
Rev.
L.V.
Aug. 17, 1942, at the
We're hurting individually as domestic production and led to
war, John returned to the Lassiter family farm to begin his own famAmericans ... arid the other side a rise in imports.Ile oil compaily with Anna Mae in the first of two homes located south of Murray
says, 'Do nothing. Don't even nies could avoid the tax by
on Highway 121. They had four children: John Thomas "Tommy", debate the issue,- complained
using their "windfall- to push
Jr., born 1946 and who died in a tragic car accident in 1966; Jerry
Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.
alternative energy programs.
Bailey, born 1947 and married to Patricia Gayle Jones; Jimmy Don,
born 1953 and married to Cynthia "Cindy" Jane Tripp; and Pamela
"Pam" Kaye, born 1959 and married to Kenneth "Kenny" Paul
Collins.
During his farming years, John served as president of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau and the Utopia Club, while particilti‘estmcni
18!)-1
pating on the 4-H Council for several years. He later became a clerk
with the United States Postal Service in August 1959, a career from
which he retired in 1986. After retirement, he served as treasurer for
-.-22.14 • 4.44
Doe Jones lad. Avg. ..l1136.9 152.8
Intel
the Murray chapter of the National Association of Retired Federal
kit Products.
..-141.37 .0,54
Kroger
-2617.0.63
Employees (NARFE). He also provided many years of public servAT&T, inc
.34.97 .0.25
ice to the Murray #2 Water District as its chairman.
In addition to his family, his greatest devotion was to Locust
BB&T
26.01- 1.47
-0.66
MrDonaids
Grove Missionary Baptist Church, where he became a member in
Briggs & Stratton
-11.21
Merck ..........
- 0.ft3
1932. He was ordained a deacon of Locust Grove on July 16, 1949,
Bristol Myers Squibb ......19.93 - 0.18
and soon became Deacon Chairman, serving continuously until
Caterpillar
_79.08 - 1.02
-031
2004. He also served as the Sunday Schoo: Teacher for the Adult
Cbevroa
Texaco
Corp
......915.5a
- 0.22
assumed
roles
He
many
other
leadership
45
years.
Couples Class for
Pepsico,
a 4.23
Daimler Charier
- 1.61
in the local church, the Blood River Baptist Association, and
Dem Foods._...........
• 0.34
beyond. In particular. he enjoyed his volunteer work with the Baptist
- 0.76
Regimes Financial
Builders at the Oneida Baptist Institute in Oneida, Ky., well into his
r 0.2.8
Exxon-Mobil
0.23
Schering-Plough
+
eighties.
Ford Motor ......
-..6.05 • 0.07
Seers Holding Corp
In addition to his eldest son Tommy, John was preceded in death
General Electric
• 0.25
by his three younger brothers: Ned Wilcox Lassiter, who died in
Tine Warner ....-__.......15.06 .0.07
General Motors .
.....16.51 - 0-A0
1922 at the age of. from scarlet fever and whooping cough: James
0.78
US Bancorp
- 0.19
(;laxoSmithikline ADR
Polk Lassiter in 1997: and Dan Wells Lassiter in 1999.
4.43
usr
children
Mae,
his
three
remaining
Goodrich
037
In addition to his wife Anna
- 0.65
WellPoira lac
Goodyear
and their spouses. all of whom reside in Calloway County, John is
-21.77 • 0 R2
survived by six grandchildren: Jody Alan Lassiter and wife Kelley
.30.7'. 1.03
Wal-Mart
HogFed Rank* .....
B 14.28 A
of Danville. Ky; Jared Thomas Lassiter and wife Cathi of Murray:
Tiffany Ann (Lassiter) Linville and husband Greg of Waukesha,
Wis.; Jessica Dawn Lassiter of Murray; Heather Renae (Collins)
Armstrong and husband Brett of Murray; and Matthew Paul Collins
of Murray. John was also blessed with five great-grandchildren:
Financial Consultants IL-RI:
Jacob Patrick Lassiter and Alarra Margaret Lassiter of Danville, Ky.;
Ron Ann t I Heath Scott
Julian Pierce Lassiter of Murray; Katherine Elizabeth Linville of
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
2701513366 I 800-4441854
Waukesha. Wis.; and Morgan Lee Armstrong of Murray. He is also
,
,:00 p.m. M '
survived by one sister-in-law, Maudell (Hart) Lassiter of New
Carlisle, Ind.: one niece. Ann (Lassiter) Krentz of Cincinnati. Ohio;
and one nephew, Kim Lassiter of New Carlisle, Ind.
on -mos!

Senate Republicans block
windfall taxes on Big Oil

i(I\ IVINIZNI I

AP
Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.."
pauses while speaking before the National Federation 01.'
Independent Business and eBay National Small Business'
Summit Tuesday in Washington

McCain, Obama trade
jabs on economy, taxes
WASHINGTON 1.AP) Republican John McCain said
Tuesday that Democrat Barack
Obama is bad for business as the
presidential rivals appealed to
voters worried about lost jobs,
rising gas prices and other economic woes.
One day after Obama hammered him on the economy,
McCain told small business
the
presumed
owners
Democratic nominee's economic proposals would hand them
higher taxes and steeper overhead costs. He also criticized
Obama for pledging to renegotiate the 1994 North American
Free Trade Agreement, which is
credited for record experts by
Republicans but blamed for job
losses by many Democrats.
"You work hard in small
businesses to grov,, and create
new jobs and opportunities for
McCain
told
a
others."
Washington gathering of the
of
Federation
National
Independent Business. "The
federal government shouldn't
make your work any harder."
Obama, speaking later to
reporters in St. Louis. Mo..
defended his proposals- and
called Mc-Cain's remarks misleading. He said he would eliminate the capital gains tax "for
the small basinesSes and startups that are the backbone of our
economy." His income tax
plans. Obama said, would cut
taxes for 95 percent of U.S.
workers, while rolling back the
Bush administration's tax reductions for the highest-earning 5
percent.
McCain ''wants to add $300
billion more in tax breaks and
loopholes for big corporations
and
for
the
wealthiest
Americans, and he hasn't even
explained how he'd pay for it."
Obama said.
Economic issues have taken
center stage in the presidential
race, with many Americans
staggered by gasoline prices
exceeding $04 a gallon.
McCain said small businesses would bear the brunt of
Obama's proposed tax increases. He called for phasing out the

alternative minimum tax and"
allowing businesses to write off
some new investments.
"I don't want to send any
more of your earnings to the:
government," the Arizona senator said.
McCain has been shoring up',
his anti-tax credentials, pushing'
to extend President Bush's tax,
cuts, which are set to expire'
beginning in 2010. Some party
conservatives remain suspicious.,
:
of McCain because he originally.
opposed the Bush tax cuts, argda,
ing the cuts favored the wealthy
and that there should be no taxa,
cuts until the Iraq war costa
were known. Now he argues'
that allowing the tax cuts to
expire would amount to raisins
taxes, which he opposes.
McCain, who has admitted
the economy is not his strong-.
point, joked to the small business group: "I have never run a-;
small, struggling enterprise -a•
unless you count my presidential campaign last year."
McCain, who was introduc
ed
4
by eBay Inc. CEO Me
Whitman, was briefly interrupt
ed by three protesters whAf
yelled that war is bad for smaiq
business. The protesters were::
booed and escorted from the:a
room, and McCain used
Interruptions to call for civi
debate in the campaign.
Obama, who spoke with
reporters after touring a St.
Louis hospital, differs with
McCain on how best to control
health care costs. McCain would
eliminate the tax subsidy for
employer-based insurance and
give individuals a tax break to
offset the cost of buying their
own insurance.
"I believe that the best way to
help small businesses and
employers afford health care is
not to increase government control of health care but to bring
the rising cost of care under control and give people the option
of having personal, portable
health insurance," McCain told
the NFIB group. Workers would
be able to keep their insurance
"even when they move or
change jobs." he said.
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Purchase Area Jefferson
Jackson dinner on June 30

l7lnniuez'sazy

Calloway County Democrats invite the
public to join them for the annual Purchase Area Jefferson Jackson Dinner to be
held Monday, June 30, in the Curtis Center ballroom at Murray State University.
1,t. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo will be in
attendance along with Auditor Crit Luallen.
To allow visiting with friends and bidding
on items in the silent auction, a social
hour will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner at
lo's
7 p.m. Tickets are $25 per person if paid
Datebook by June 25 (S30 each if paid after June
By Jo Burkeeo 251. If you would like to sponsor a table,
the fee is $25. Table sponsors and donors
Community
to the Silent Auction will be recognized in
Editor
the program.
To make reservations or for further information, contact
Kathy Jo Stubblefield at 753-3187 or Dottie Lyons at 7536351.

VFW meeting on Thursday
Post 629 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and the Ladies Auxdiary will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the National Guard
Armory at 6:30 p.m., according to Commander David Foley.
Plans for Freedom Fest will be discussed.

United Way breakfast Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Elkins in 2008

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Elkins in 1958
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Elkins of Puryear.
Tenn., will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday. June 14, 2008
with their family..
Mr. Elkins and the former Peggye
Louise Taylor were married on June 14,
1958 with Rev. W.G. Harvey officiating.
Mr. Elkins is the son of W.C.(Rowdy)

and Pearl Davenport Elkins of Hazel. Ky.
Mrs. Elkins is the daughter of J.P. (Porter)
and Maude McCall Taylor of Pryorsburg.
They have three children. Leslie Kane
Elkins (deceased), Zana Elkins Renfro
and husband, Brad, of Paducah. Ky.. and
Kim Elkins Smith and husband. Mike of

Paris, Tenn. They have four grandchildren - Leigh Ann Renfro. Evan Smith,
Jonathan Renfro and Leslie Smith.
Joe Pat and Peggye were married on
his parents anniversary and their middle
child, Zana married Brad Renfro also on
their June 14th anniversary.

FUN & FASHION Peal receives his doctor of education degree

Last Friday we started our summer
bin specials with TG I F Thank
Goodness Its Fndayi Each Fndaswe
will feature certain items to be on sale
for that day only Last Fnday we had
all the shoes Ir2 price and all of the
denim including Not Your Daughter's
Jean s and French Dressing as well as
Makers USA and AZI 35% off
We had a terrific response. arn1 thr
Fr' iday we will feature several more
items at 112 pnce. We also give away
a do:* prize each week
You will have to come in to check it
out As this is good for Friday only.
The door prize last week was won
by Manlyn Beak She received a
necklace and earrings
We also have a 35% off rack that has
had a lot of new items added
New additions are dresses more
tops and cans This rack has Lucky,
Jeans and tops included
If you need a wrap to go over a
sleeveless dem, new black ones have
come M that are very cute
More Wickles Pickles and sweet
green relish are on the was Their relish is wonderful in chicken salad, tuna
cc ham salad, and everyone loves the
unusual pickles
Don't forget Father's Day this
Sunday For all the Dad's that love tc
cook aid gnIl we have the wonderful
Paula Deer rubs and marinades he is
sure to love
Come in this Friday to see what
we're doing for IC IF
San tuned to MeV week 's Fun
Fashion report

Donnie Peal, son of Eugene
and Rubena Peal of Hazel.
recently received his doctor of
education degree from oral
Roberts University in Tulsa,
Okla.
He successfully defended his
dissertation, The Effects of
Instructional Method in Chrisilan Schools of K-ifh Mathematics on Ninth-Grade Algebra Achievement: A Procedur-

He also serves on the Kentucky Non-Public Schools Commission. the National Council
on Private School Accreditation,
and as chairman of the board
of directors of the International Christian Accrediting Association.
He previously served for
live years as president of the
Oral Roberts University Educational Fellowship. a service

al Approach Compared to

organization

A

Conceptual Approach. in late
February'. His dissertation
explored the two basic instructional approaches used in elementary and middle school
mathematics classrooms and
their relative effects on algebra achievement in the ninth
grade.
Dr. Peal is the adtninistra-

S aghe

Donnie Peel
tor of Christian Fellowship
School in Draffenville where
he has sered for 13 years.
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Board of Trustees to meet
Murray-Calloway County Board of Trustees for Health Express
Committee will meet Thursday at 8 a.m. in the board room.

Coldwater 40's reunion Saturday
Coldwater 40's will have its 19th annual reunion on Saturday at 4:30 p.m. at Holmes Family Restaurant. Everyone is
invited to come and bring pictures and memorabilia.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129 or 210-4173.

Golden Pond reunion Saturday
The annual Golden Pond Area Schools Reunion will be Saturday at 10 a.m, at the Fenton Airport Pavilion in and Between
the Lakes. located just past the Eggners Ferrv bridge on US
Hwy. 68. A potluck picnic will be spread about noon Former
faculty members and students of all the area schools are invited. For information contact Wendell Wallace at 1-270-5226721.

SS representative at library
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and will assist in filing claims. For more information call
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270247-8095.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at the school.

YSA plans promotion
Youth Sports Association ot Murray (baseball/softball) will
have a rebate night Thursday from 5 p.m. to midnight at
Nicks. Cusromers are asked to put their receipts into the designated box for the group.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3:45 in the media center.

Lodge meeting on Thursday

1.(trge .Spaglietti

Kellwood Outlet Store's

I

Chriaiian

itic?,irs?atts CHIP

4icictunfi
Th.- ,Sontethink Is" f‘t non, 5, ,

for

schools, and presently serves
on the board of that otganization. Dr. Peal works extensively with Christian schools both
across the United States and
internationally, consulting with
them on accreditation and other
issues and presenting at Chnstian school conferences.
Dr. Peal, his wife Wanda, and
his younger daughter. Alisha.
reside in Marshall County. His
)1tler daughter, Brandi. is married to Christopher Haynes and
they reside in Murray

United Way of Murray and Calloway County will have its
annual breakfast on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center. Reservations should be made by Thursday by
calling the United Way office at 753-0317.

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Coldwater Barbecue, US Hwy. 61 North.

6.379%*

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet

CCHS Class of 1998 plans event
Calloway County High School Class of 1998 will have its
10-year class reunion on Saturday. Aug. 16, frotn 7 p.m. to
midnight at the Murray Country Club. For more information
contact Jason Pittman.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a car or truck in good running condition for a single mother with two children has been issued by
the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any one having one to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday
at 2 p.m at the Calloway County Public Library. For more
information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list ot items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients. They are salmon. tuna, cereal,
oat meal, spinach. Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, pinto beans.
instant dry milk, instant potatoes, spaghetti, tomatoes and Boost
or Ensure (this is a nutritional drink for the cancer clients) for
the pantry': eggs and bread for freezer/cooler: dish liquid, toilet paper. bleach. SIM 4 and 5 diapers and shampoo for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies, and large brown paper
bags. These items may be taken to the Need Line building al
638 South Fourth St., Murray. between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main St.. Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy Williams,
director. said -these may be taken to the center during regular hours, or persons may drive through the driveway on the
west side of the center and place them in the cotton wagon
there anytime day or night, or may be donated at a Make A
Difference Day al Murray State University Stewart stadium
parking lot.-
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Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Todd in 1958
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Todd of Kirksey will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, June 14, 2008.
A reception will be at the Kirksey
Baptist Church Fellowship Building from
2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. Todd and the former Rosemary
York were married June 14. 2008, at the
court house in Corinth. Miss., by Judge
B.D. Sanell. Their attendants were Phyllis June York and Jimmy Henson who
stood up with them, and also in attendance were L.B. Parrish and the late John

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Todd in 2008

Barnett.
Mrs. Todd was one of 15 children born
to the late Amos Euin and Lena Hill
York. She was employed by Sager Glove
of Murray for 15 years and retired from
The Country Store in Kirksey where she
was employed for over 15 years.
Mr. Todd was one of five children
born to the late Elbert Clifton and Cora
Lee Hutchins Todd. He worked for his
father in the carpentry business for over
10 years where he specialized in plumbing and electrical wiring. He retired from

General Tire and Rubber Company in
Mayfield where he worked for over 28
years.
The couple has five children who are
Pamela Marie Todd-Wilkerson of Florence. Ariz., Metzi Carroll Todd-Mason
of Benton, Keith Allen Todd of Kirksey.
Kerry Lee Todd of Murray and Carolena Rose Todd-Lamb of Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Todd have 16 grandchildren and 20 great-grandchildren.

Crigayerrienis

i(er #469
Calloway
ngham at

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan Orr
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan On of 1272 Old Lynn Grove Rd.4
Murray. will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on
Saturday, June 28, 2008.
An anniversary celebration will be held at the home of
Mike and Jeanne On at 2321 Beach Rd., Kirksey, on Satuc•
day, June 28, 2008 from 4 to 6 p.m.
All relatives and fnends are invited. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
They were married June 28. 1958. in Corinth. Miss. Their
attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Max Morris.
Mrs. Orr. the former Joan Butterworth, is the daughter of
the late Osro and Estelle Butterworth. She retired from Kroger
in 2001 after 22 years of service.
Mr. Off is the son of the late Milburn and Willie Orr. He
has been employed at Lynn Grove Feed & Seed for the pal
50 years.
They are members of Williams Chapel Church of Christi
The couple has three sons who are Kenny Orr. decease4
Dale Orr and wife. Joanna. Murray. and Mike Orr and wife'
Jeanne, Kirksey. Their four grandchildren are Kenny Dale:
Brady. Keisha and Michaela.
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Wyman and Johnson

Abernathy and Sykes

James (Butch) and Teresia Wyman of Benton, announce the
engagement of their daughter, Beth Ann Wyman, to Casey Lee
Johnson, son of Carolyn Johnson and the late Richard Johnson of Symsonia.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Jacqueline Mullins
and the late Charles Mullins of Benton and the late Edwin
and Mary Susan Wyman of Sikeston. Mo.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Dellie and Carlene Jackson of Pryorsburg and Frances Johnson and the late
Leslie Glen Johnson of Symsonia.
Miss Wyman is a 1999 graduate of Marshall County High
School and a 2005 graduate of Murray State University.
Mr. Johnson is a 1997 graduate of Graves County High
School and a 2001 graduate of Murray State University. He
is employed by Westlake Chemical.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 28. 2008. at 5 p.m. at
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited

Jim and Jennifer Abernathy of Mayfield announce the engagement of their daughter, Abigail Elaine Abernathy. to Joshua
Shea Sykes. son of Shea and Brenda Sykes of Murray.
Miss Abernathy is the granddaughter of Geneva M. Kaler
and the late James (Budi Kaler of Mayfield and of Dorthy
Abernathy and the late L.B. IRed) Abernathy of Hickman.
Mr. Sykes is the grandson of Loretta and Charles Overcast
of Hazel and Joanna and Jimmy Wilder and the late Buddy
Sykes of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 2002 graduate of Mayfield High School.
is a 2008 graduate of Murray State University with a master's
degree in speech language and pathology. She is a member of
New Concord Church of Chnst and is employed by Life Care
Center of Bruceton. Tenn.
The groom-elect, a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School. is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in agriculture. He is a member of New Concord Church of Christ and farms full time with his family.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 5. 2008. at 7:30 p.m.
at New Concord Church of Christ. New Concord.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Simpson-Warner wedding planned
Venita Loranger of Hazel announces the approaching marriage of her daughter. April Margaret-Mane Simpson. to David
Keith Warner, son of James and Wanda Warner of Mayfield.
Miss Simpson is the granddaughter of Margaret Loranger of
Calico Rock, Ark., and the late Lionel Loranger.
Mr. Warner is the grandson of the late Gusta Rhodes and
Ruby Rhodes Wilson and Mozell Langston of Mayfield and
the late James Langsion
The bride-elect, a graduate of Calloway. County High School.
is currently employed by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom-elect. a graduate of Mayfield High School. is
currently employed by the Graves County Sheriff's Department.
The wedding will he Saturday. June 28, 2008. at 2 p.m at
-The Mace- in Mayfield. A reception will follow.
All relatives and friends are invited
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Overbey and Welborn

Mr. and Mrs. Kelley Don Overlbey

Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Don McClure

Bill and Melissa Overbey of Almo announce the engagement of their daughter, Michele Rose Overbey, to Jeremi Keith
Welborn. son of Timothy Welborn of Nashville. Ind., and Kimberly Welborn of ValIonia. Ind.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Marcile Treas and
the late H.E. (Jackie) Treas and Evelyn Overbey and the late
Frank Albert Overbey, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Don and Malene Beavers
of ValIonia, Ind.. and Faye Welborn and the late John Welborn of Anderson, Ind.
Miss Overbey is a 2008 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science in nursing degree.
Mr. Welborn is currently serving with the United States Air
Force and is stationed at Ramstein Air Force Base in Germany.
The wedding will he Friday, July 25, 2008, at 4:30 p.m.
at Union Grove Church of Christ, Murray.

Brittany Kaye Vaughn and Kelly Don Overbey were married Saturday, Jan. 12, 2008. at Spring Creek Baptist Church.
Almo.
The bride is the daughter of Timothy and Brigitte Ray of

Shanna Renee Spann and Jamie Don McClure were married Saturday, March IS. 2008, in a private family ceremony
at New Providence Church of Christ.
The bride is the daughter of Rick and Lisa Spann of Murray.
The groom is the son of Gary D. and Sandra McClure of
shrray.
MuJo
Herndon. minister and cousin of the bride, officiated
at the ceremony.
Elizabeth Musser of Murray was the maid of honor.
Jeromy McClure, uncle of the groom. was best man. Ring
bearer was Blake McClure. son of the groom.
A reception followed at the Woodmen of the World building.
The bride, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is
a 2007 graduate with a degree in respiratory therapy of West
Kentucky Technical Community College, Paducah. She is
employed by Jackson Purchase Medical Center Sleep Lab.
The groom is a 2000 graduate of Murray High School and
is employed by Pella Corp.

Red Cross Blood Drive will
be Friday at Weaks Center
By LARRY DOYLE
Blood drives chairman
Give of yourself this summer and visit the Weaks Senior
Citizens Center on Friday
between 2 and 7 p.m. The Red
Cross Blood Services staff will
be in the activities room at
607 Poplar St., Murray. to take
blood donations.
If you visit a Red Cross
Blood Drive during June, you
will automatically be entered
into a region-wide drawing for
a grill package worth S12,250.
The package includes a $500
gift card for a grill of your
choice, also with grilling acces-

sories and a gift certificate to
Omaha Steaks.
One pint of blood can provide life sustaining benefits for
three people and you can provide life-saving blood. The need
is constant. The gratificatin is

The groom is the son of Don and Judy Overbey of Almo.
Bro. Joe Johnson of National Heights, Pa., officiated at the
ceremony.
Kacee Barrow of Kirksey was the matrori of honor and
Brooke Frazer of Lexington was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Amber Young of Almo and Amanda
McCuiston of Murray.
The flower girl was Gracey Young of Almo, niece of the
groom.
Best man was Justin Moore of Murray.
Groomsmen were Landon Barrow, Scott Morris and Mack
Bucy, all of Murray.
A reception followed the ceremony with Daundra Clark of
Benton as coordinator.
The bride received her bachelor of science in nursing from
Munay State University and is now a registered nurse at Primary Care Medical Center.
The groom is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed by Murray Natural Gas.

instant. Give blood and become

a member of an exclusive gorup:
The 5 percent of the eligible
United States poplulation that
actually donates blood. Plan to
donate blood every 56 days (8
weeks) and encourage others
to give blood.
To be eligible to give b
lood, a donor must be healthy,
at least 17 years old (no upper
age limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood. High blood
pressure and diabetes will not
disquality one, if the condition is under medical control.
Refreshments will be served

Photo provided

Pictured are a group of Hazel Alumni singing at the banquet
last year.

Hazel Alumni Association
plans annual banquet/reunion
The Hazel Alumni Association will hold its 61st annual alumni banquet/reunion on

MAX'S 641 TOWING & SERVICE
June 9, 2008
ear Customers:
Many of you may still remember us as Max's 641 Super Shell or more recently Max's 641
Citgo. It is hard not to notice the obstacles in today's economy, especially the oil industry. After
being in the service station business for 43 years we have seen a lot of changes, some good and
some not so good. One thing we have noticed over the years is our customers. We have grown to
know so many of you and have made so many fnends. This is why we are so saddened to
announce that as of June 14, 2008 we will no longer sell gasoline. With the most recent spike in
gas prices we are unable to sell the product without performing modifications to our pumps. The
cost to do this modification and maintain our equipment is just too overwhelming.
We cannot express enough our gratitude nor our appreciation for your loyalty to our business.
%en though we will not be selling gas, we want to assure you that we are going to continue our
repair, towing, and U-Haul business. We hope that you will continue your loyal patronage to our
business when you need these services. We promise to provide you with the quality service that
e have for so many years. Thank you once again for your business over the years and we hope
see you soon.
Sincerely,
The McCuiston Family and Randy
516 S. 12th Street, Murray, K1 42071
270-753-9131

Saturday, June 21. 2008.
Registration and a social
time for visiting with friends
will begin at 5 p.m. in Hazel
at the Family Life Center. which
is across the street from the
Hazel Baptist Church. The
entertainment this year will be
a surprise to everyone and fun
for all who attend.
The dinner will be prepared
by the Hazel Woman's Club
and will be served at h p.m.
Reservations should be made
in advance.
The Hazel Alumni Association has a scholarship fund,
which awards a scholarship
each year. The 2008 recipients
of two 5800 scholarships are
Kristin Addison and Ginny
Furches.
Special recognition will be
given to the class of 1958,
who will be celebrating their
50th anniversary.
Anyone who would like to
attend the reunion is encouraged to place your reservations by Saturday. June 14.
The cost of the banquet is $15
and you may mail your reservation to Hazel Alumni Association, P.O. Box 80. Hazel.
KY 42049 or call Peggy Taylor at 270-7624X/41.

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Scott Adams
Nancy Ellen Robertson and Terry Scott Adams, both of
Murray. were married Sunday, June I. 2008, at Sandestin, Ha.
The bride is the daughter of Joe Pat and Jo Beth Robertson of Murray.
The groom is the son of Terry and Susan Adams of Murray.
The ceremony was performed aboard the Sunquest Solaris
on Choctahachee Bay in the Gulf of Mexico. Capt. Steve
Isaacs officiated.
Kela Travis of Murray was the maid of honor and Marsha
Nyen of Murray. sister of the groom, was bridesmaid. Brittany Robertson of Murray, cousin of the bride, was junior
bridesmaid.
The groom's father served as bestman. Groomsmen were
Logan Walker of Murray and Dan Mathis of Folley Beach,
S.C. Bracken Robertson of Murray, cousin of the bnde, was
usher.
A dinner reception with music was held aboard the Solaris
while sailing the bay.
The bride is attending Murray State University pursuing a
bachelor's degree in business and marketing education. She is
employed by Community Financial Services Bank of Benton.
The groom is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed by Design. Etc. of Paducah.
A reception for the couple will be Sunday, June 22, 2008,
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Murray Room of Murray State University Regional Special Events Center.
All relatives and friends are invited to the reception.

Check us out on the website
at www.murrayledger.com
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Pair create 'Angel'-ic visions
By MOLLY WISE
Staff WrIter
It's a large glass display window like many others. It's seethrough, gives passers-by a
glimpse of items and advertises
for the store.
But the window at Angels
Attic Thrift Store is a little bit
different.
Call it an expression
A
stroke of the artist's paintbrush.
A work of art. The artists are
Fred Hamilton and Kathy
Boren, both volunteers at
Angels Attic and both influential
in the community in a 'behindthe-scenes" sort of way.
They are the ones responsible
for changing the window the last
Saturday of every month and
meeting the expectations of the
Public who wait eagerly to see
what the next window will hold.
The inspiration for the window's theme comes froin donations received at the store.
: "It sums from what comes in
in the back," said Hamilton. "If
Items build up, then that
becomes a window possibility."
Hamilton. who enjoys scrollhaw work as a hobby, is in
tharge of constructing the main
elements of the window. "I try
come up with something different to give depth to the winnow." For example, he designed
Plexiglas shelves on rope
instead of just hanging things

HOLLY WISEAedger and Times
Fred Hamilion and Kathy Boren stand outside the May black-and-white window chaplay at
Angels Attic. The pair are responsible for the decorative and innovative monthly window dis-

Folks You Know
the best stuff for us to work
with," she said. "It's a team
effort"

"As soon as they hear
they've won it, a lot of them
come to get it," said Hamilton.

And it's an effort that begins
well before items are sorted in
the back room.

According to store manager
Jan Basile, the store brings in
more revenue on the items
through the silent auction then if
they were sold separately in the
store.

"It starts with the great donations from the community," said
Boren.

"Turning a cup a certain way
Can make a difference." she

Hamilton agreed. "It's a community window. It malty is."

matririe1 Sardwirttsry

the old is taken down and the
new is built, the new theme has
already been chosen.
'The people in the hack pull

Staff Report
Hannigan Motorsports will hold its 2008 Hannigan Happening
this weekend, featuring a motorcycle show, sock hop and parade
through Murray.
Ron Aguilar, who is the rally coordinator for the weekend events
said the festivities will run Friday and Saturday and will involve
Hannigan cyclists from all over North America.
"We have one from as far away as Saskatchewan," he said,
"We're amazed at the loyalty of our customers. They sec the
ty of our product speaks for itself."
The "homecoming" has even brought a few more folks to western Kentucky for the "long haul," so to speak.
"A lot of folks have moved here," Aguilar said, noting the weathser, terrain for motorcycle rides and friendly atmosphere.
Hannigan, which makes motorized mikes, quadracycles, sidecars,
trailers and other motorcycle accesories, has been in operation for
33 years and in Murray since 1992.
The weekend will begin Friday at 8:30 a.m, with registration at'
Hannigan Motorsports, located on U.S. 641 South. Throughout the'
day will be facility tours and seminars, followed by a 1950s and
60s-style sock hop at the Woodmen of the World lodge off North
Fourth Street.
On Saturday, there will be a bike show in conjunction with
Murray Main Street's Saturday Marekt and "Cruisin' on the Square's'
car show from 10 a.m.-noon. At noon, there will be a poker run.
Before closing out the weekend, there will also be a bike parade
from Wal-Mart along 12th Street south to Glendale Road and theiil
east to Fourth Street before returning to the WOW lodge.
Aguilar said that registration is required for participation in thesii
events and proceeds from the events will go to the local Lions Club.1,1
For additional information, call 753-4256 or 767-0632.

plays.

PP.
: Boren is in charge of the finer
elements of decorating.
A
perapbooker and artist, she has
hn eye for the details and
i..rnbellishes the window by simple movements.

Each window has a theme,
which helps keep die items specific, she said. Well before the

Hannigan Happening
to have bike show,
parade this weekend

Once the window display is
ready for the public, the items
are up for grabs ... or bid, that is.

"Sometimes our customers
need help visualizing things."
she said. "It could sit on the
floor and never sell."

who stop by while the window
is being decorated to get a sneak
peak at the items. Boren and
Hamilton start work on the window after the store is closed.
"We lay it all out on the floor
and see what we've got," said
Boren.
The end result is something
both artists take personal pleasure in.
"It draws people in and it's a
place to be proud of," said
Boren. "It's a whole community
effort."

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
The window also serves as a
second
in a series of profiles of
we
put
unique
selling
point.
"If
All of the items in the winit in the wiaitiow, it will sell." everyday "folks you:Witte..",
ektik, fire ttfArl by silent
"."--*tu have svprseoncyalfaid
kites. At the end of die. mbrith, Asp said. 1110iStoplii WillPeortie1,1
--Yee profiled, sentt•ItIailr name
all of the highest bidders arc to bid who wOuldn't have non;
and basic information to edimally
come
in
the
store,"
notified of their purchase and
There are pcople, Boren said, tor@murrayledgercom.
given a week to pick it up.

Future of Paducah
quilt shovv in question
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Officials of the American
Quilter's Society said they
would decide by the end of this
week whether to move their
2009 spring show out of
Paducah.
Society president and cofounder Meredith Schroeder
said the group doesn't want to
take its annual spring show to
another site, but needs assurances about the quahy of the
Exed;
toj
confer
re
show is held.
The event has been conduct-

ed in Paducah for more than two
decades.
Representatives of the quil7;
tcrs group, the hotel and the citzl
met Monday to discuss thAl
issue.
The hotel owner, Bhapind
Singh, didn't attend the meetin
One of Singh's new panne
Bill Parsons of Space Coa
Hospitality
Management
Services, said owners intend toi
begin renovating the hotel next:
month.
The Paducah show is the
major exhibition by the grow:
and draws thousands of anew:.
dees.
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Swim advisories issued for state waterways
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Special to the Ledger
Recreational sisimming plays a
large part in summer fun for many
Kentuckians. To make this summer a
healthy swimming experience, state
water quality and public health officials
are urging swimmers to adopt healthy
swimming behaviors that will help prevent the spread of waterborne illness.
State officials are also reissuing
swimming advisories for specific areas
of Kentucky waterways.
'This information is provided to our
citizens to help them make infomied,
good public health decisions about how
and where they swim," said Dr. William
D. Hacker, commissioner of the
Department for Public Health (DPH I
and acting undersecretary for health
with the Cabinet for Health and Family
Services. His department works with
the Division of Water in the
Environmental and Public Protection
Cabinet to issue Kentucky's swimming
advisories.
Guy Delius, acting director of
DPH's Division of Public Health
Protection and Safety, said safe swimming habits also are needed in public

pools.
'Thousands of Kentuckians visit our
public pools throughout the season, and
these simple recommendations will
help ensure the water will remain clean
and our citizens healthy." Delius said.
Waterborne illnesses are caused by
as
microorganisms
such
Cryptosporidium. Giardia, Esherichia
coli E. coli) and Shigella and are
spread by accidentally swallowing
water contaminated with fecal matter.
E. coli is the major species in the
fecal colifonn group. Because it is generally not found growing and reproducing in the environment. E. cob is considered the hest indicator of fecal pollution and the possible presence of disease-causing bacteria and other
microorganisms.
Chlorine kills bacteria, but disinfection takes time. The CDC and environmental health specialists recommend
these healthy swimming practices to
keep bacteria out of the pool:
•Do not swim when you have diarrhea.
•Do not swallow pool water or get
pool water in your mouth.

• Shower before swimming and
have your children shower.
ni Wash your hands after using the
toilet or changing diapers.
•Take children on bathroom breaks
or change diapers often.
• Change children's diapers in a
bathroom, not at poolside.
Swimmers should also heed swimming advisones issued to protect the
public from contaminants in some areas
of Kentucky waterways. The Division
of Water and the Division of Public
Health Protection and Safety agree
advisones issued last summer will
remain in effect due to high levels of E.
coli.
People should avoid swimming and
other recreational contact with waters
in the areas specified because of the
bactena, which occur in human and
animal waste and indicate the presence
of untreated or inadequately treated
sewage. Swimming advisories will
remain in effect for the following:
Upper Cumberland River
• The Cumberland River from
Fourmile Bndge (Highway 2014) to
Pineville at the Highway 66 Bridge and

from Wallins Creek Bridge (Highway
219) to Harlan.
•Martins Fork from Harlan to the
Cawood Water Plant.
•All of Catron Creek, all of Clover
Fork and all of Straight Creek.
•Poor Fork from Harlan to Looney
Creek.
•Looney Creek from the mouth to
Lynch Water Plant Bridge.
Illegal straight pipe discharges, failing septic systems and bypasses from
sewage collection systems contribute to
water quality problems in these areas.
Kentucky River
•North Fork of the Kentucky River
upstream of Chavies.
Numerous illegal straight pipe discharges of sewage contribute to water
quality problems along this section of
the river. However, water quality has
continued to improve and is approaching an acceptable level for swimming in
some stretches of the river.
Licking River
•Banklick Creek to its confluence
with the Ohio River.
The swimming advisory includes all
of Banklick Creek and Three Mile

Creek. High E. coli levels in this area
are caused by combined sewer overflows and sanitary sewer overflows.
Residential and agricultural areas
The agencies also recommend
against swimming or other full-body
contact with all surface waters immediately following heavy rain, especially
in dense residential, urban and livestock production areas. This recom
mendation is due to an increased potential for exposure to pollution from
urban nonpoint source pollution.
bypasses from sewage collection systems, combined sewer overflows and
runoff from livestock waste.
State and local agencies continue
efforts to reduce E. coli levels. The
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
works with local health department
environmental health staff to ensure
that all new septic system installations
are properly installed. Division of
Water staff work with wastewater plant
operators to ensure sewer overflows are
minimized. Both agencies routinely
address straight pipe issues and are
gradually reducing the number of these
discharges across the state.

Tomato outbreak reminder of food safety
(API — A salmonella outbreak linked to raw tomatoes
serves as a reminder to take
extra care with summer fruits
and vegetables.
More than 20 people have
been hospitalized as the government investigates the source of
the tomatoes responsible for the
illnesses, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
Salmonella can be transmitted to humans when fecal material from animals or humans
contaminates food. Symptoms
are similar to the flu. but the poisoning can be fatal to young
children, pregnant women and
other people with weakened
immune systems.
Properly cooking meat, poultry and eggs, and washing produce are generally the best
methods to prevent illness.

reduce the risk:
•Check your tomatoes: The
Food and Drug Administration
is advising people to eat only
tomatoes not associated with the
outbreak: cherry tomatoes,
grape tomatoes, tomatoes sold
with the vine still attached and
tomatoes grown at home.
Preliminary data suggest that
raw red plum. Roma, or round
red tomatoes are the cause,
according to the FDA.
"The best thing to do if you
have those certain types of
tomatoes, throw them away or
take them back the grocery
store," says Karen Blakeslee, an
extension associate in the food
science program at Kansas
State.
For other tomatoes, wash
thoroughly and cut away the part
that is attached to the plant and
the button on the other side, says

While there is no way for

Julie Miller Jones, a professor of
nutrition and food science at The

consumers to detect salmonella
(you can't smell, taste or see it).
there are some things you can do

College of St. Catherine in Si
Paul. Minn. That part can carry a

foodbome illness because it's a such as abdominal cramps,
hard area and organisms can headache, fever, diarrhea, nauattach themselves to it, she says. sea and vomiting.
The CDC says symptoms
Looking tomatoes at 145
generally appear 12 to 72 hours
degrees will kill salmonella.
• Inquire at restaurants. after infection. People should
Ketchup and cooked sauces are repeal a suspected foodhorne illnot affected by the outbreak. ness to the local health departAnd several restaurants are not ment.
im Wash produce: Wash all
serving tomatoes -- on Monday,
McDonald's said it had stopped produce. whether organic or not,
serving sliced tomatoes in its with cold running water, says
Jones. Scrub them gently with
U.S. restaurants.
Blakeslee advises finding out your hands or with a vegetable
what the restaurant has done in brush. Remove outer layers of
cabbage and lettuce.
response to the outbreak.
Fruits should be washed,
If you are really concerned,
tell the restaurant to leave the regardless of whether you are
tomatoes off the sandwiches and eating the peel, says Al Baroudi.
salads, says Jones. She says president of Food Safety
even if you remove them once Institute (FSI) International. He
your order comes, the food says even if someone is peeling
an orange, that person is touchcould still be contaminated.
• Report the illness: Many ing part of the orange he is going
people misdiagnose salmonella to eat. (Bananas are an exceppoisoning as the flu, says Jones. tion.)
Don't bather with a special
Salmonella poisontng generally
occurs hours after ingestion, she vegetable wash, says Jones. She
says, and involves symptoms says studies show that it's not

AP

A microbiologist holds a bag of tomatoes being tested for salmonella bacteria at Food and Drug Administration's southwest
regional research lab, in Irvine, Calif.
Also wash cutting boards,
much better than water.
Wash your hands with soap counters and utensils to avoid
and water thoroughly before cross-contamination. Avoid any
handling food, says Blakeslee. kind of contact with raw meat
Wants your hands if you come in
when preparing fresh vegetacontact with pet feces, use the bles. Refrigerate sliced up fruits
bathroom or change a baby's and vegetables.
diaper.

Hispanic teens by drugs, I STOP BACK & NECKI
suicide at higher rates
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By MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer
. ATLAN IA AP - Hispanic
high school students use drugs
and attempt suicide at higher
rates than their black and white
classmates, according to a new
federal survey that shows a continuation of a disturbing trend.
The study is the latest in a
series of surveys of U.S. high
school students every two years.
The new report noted that black
and white students are reporting
less sexual activity than in years
past, but there was no decline
among Hispanics.
In addition. Hispanic students were more likely than
either blacks or whites to
attempt suicide, ride with a driver who had been drinking alcohol, or use cocaine, heroin or
ecstasy.
Hispanics also most often
drank alcohol on school property, were offered or sold illegal
drugs. and occasionally skipped
school because they feared for
their safety, according to the
2007 sun ey by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Experts were unable to come
up with an explanation for why.
Hispanic behavior, trends differed. However, they speculated
that school environments many
Hispanics face may differ considerably from what adolescents
of other races encounter. Earlier
research found that Hispanics
and blacks more commonly
attend highly segregated schools
than whites or Asians.
"There's tremendous segregation in our schools." said
Howell Wechsler. director of
adolescent and school health for
the CDC. He said he was "very
troubled" Hispanic teens had not
improved in certain risk areas at
the same rate as blacks and
whites.
The finding comes from a
survey of about 14.000 U.S.
high school students that has
been conducted every other year
since 1991.
Questionnaires go to students
in grades 9-12 in public and private high schools in all 50 states

and the District of Columbia.
Researchers got parental permission for each student who
participated.
The survey did not collect
immlornsatmon on the parents'
income or education levels.
Some experts say those factors
also can be a strong indicator of
a youth's health behavior and
academic achievement.
Adolescents cannot always
be counted on to tell the truth
about their sexual exploits, drug
use, or other risky behaviors.
But CDC officials say they take
many steps to secure accurate
responses: Participation is confidential, kids are spaced apart
when answering the questions
and teachers do not hover.
The survey asks about a wide
variety of behaviors, including
sunscreen use, seatbelt avoidance, drug use and suicide
attempts. Among other findings,
the study noted the proportion of
kids who said they recently
smoked a cigarette was the same
as the proportion who recently
used man juana — 20 percent.
Like the 2005 survey, the
2007 data showed higher rates
of risk-taking by Hispanics in
several areas.
One example: About 10 to 11
percent of Hispanic students
said they attempted suicide,
compared with around 7 percent
of whites and 8 percent of
blacks.
However, whites reported the
highest rates of smoking and
heavy drinking, while blacks
reported the highest rates of obesity. violence and sexual activity.
One striking behavior in
which blacks fared the worst
was television watching.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics recommends no more
than two hours of daily TV
viewing a day for kids. Physical
activity is needed to develop
mental and social skills and help
prevent obesity, and TV violence has been associated with
more aggressive behavior in
children who watch a lot of it.
°serail, TV watching by

PAIN TODAY!

Risky behavior
A federal survey shows Hispanic
teens attempt SUI0Ott and try
drugs at higher rates than white
and bloc* stddents
En Back
Used cocaine
1 8%
IMP Hispanic
109
WW1 White
-74
Attempted suicide
•77
10.2
5.6

Hod sexual Intercourse
520
43 7
Currently smoke cigarettes
11 6
16 7
232
Watched TV three or more
hour* $ day

SOURCE Gimlet's for Chinn.
Control end Prevennon

55

high school students has been
generally steady, with about 35
percent watching three or more
hours a day.
But the new report shows that
about 63 percent of black students watch three or more hours
a day. In contrast, 43 percent of
Hispanic students and 27 percent of whites watched too much
TV, the report concluded.
"We don't see that kind of
gap" in virtually any other measurement of risky health behaviors, Wechsler said in the interview.
The survey also found that
more blacks use computers for
non-school activities -- like
video games — than whites or
Hispanics.
The study's findings may
indicate that black children have
fewer sporting events, social
clubs or other after-school
options
than
whites
or
Hispanics,
said
Ralph
DiClemente.
an
Emory
University researcher who has
studied adolescent health and
media exposure.

SPINAL DECOMPRESSION THERAPY*
Safe Painless Procedure for
• Disc Bulge
• Sciatica
• Neck Pain
• Disc Herniation
• Arm Pain
• Headache

* NO DRUGS
* NO INJECTIONS
• NO SURGERY
Dr. V. Wade Etherton
Dr. B. Dobry Etherton

Etherton
Chiropractic
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40% Discount 3rd Run.
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$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

$915 First Day - 20 words or less- Over 20 words $30 each
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.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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BRANCH BANKING & TRUST CO„

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CM]Action No 07-CI-00556

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00517

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Actin No, 07-CI-00010
PLAINTIFF.

EVERHOME MORTGAGE COMPANY,

PLAINTIFF,

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC.
Chia Comoro Finance Servicing Corp.,

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
VS NOTICE O'SALE
FLORENCE PERRY, VICTOR PERRY,INDIVIDUALLY
AND AS EXECUTOR OF THE ESTATE OF WILLIE E
PERRY, A/K/A WILLIE EARL PERRY, DECEASED,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF VICTOR PERRY,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS WHO ARE THE HEIRS OR
DEVISEES OR LEGATEES OF WILLIE E. PERRY, A/KA
WILLIE EARL PERRY & THEIR SPOUSES AND ANY UNKNOWN
PERSON WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY
WHICH lb THE SUBJECT /*SATTER OF THIS ACTION,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY - INHERJTANCE TAX
DIVISION, CHRISTINA MCGUIRE, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF CHRISTINA MCCLURE, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF FLORENCE PERRY,
DEFENDANTS,

I

By virtue of a Judgment arid Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 14,200€. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $7314306.1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway- County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction co Friday, June 13, 2008, at the hour of
101)0 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky with its address being 1707 Calloway Avenue,
Murray, KY 42071 and being more particularin described aa follows:
Being Lot No. 8810 the Third Replat of Pasco Subdivision in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, Plat of said subdivision of record in Deed Book 108, Page 471, and the
previous deed of record for said Lot is in Microfilm Book 15,3, Cabinet i, Drawer
5, Card 1098. and said Lot No. 88 is more particularly described as follows,
Regaining at an iron rod in the south line of Calloway Avenue, said rod being
located westerly along the south line of Calloway Avenue 225 feet from the west
line of Pasco Avenue (now 17th Street) and 'sinning,
thence, westerly along the south line of Calloway Avenue 75 feet to an iron rod;
thence, southerly with an intense angle of 90 deg. 150' to a steel pipe.
thence, easterly with an intenor angle of 90 deg. 75' to an iron rod;
thence, northerly with an interior angle of 90 deg 150' to the point of beginning
and an interior donne angle of 90 deg
Being the same property conveyed to Willie E.(Earl) Perry and wife, Ida Belle
Perry, from Ishmael Stirason, single, by Deed dated April 22, 1978, and recorded
April 24, 1978, in Book 158, Page 1373, in the Office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk. Ida belle Perry died on June 22, 2004, leaving Willie E. Perry as
the mole titleholder Willie E. Perry died on July 13, 2007,
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third I1/3) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and suffinent surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be
retained OD the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any. shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.
This 12th day of May, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Conumatooner
Calloway Circuit Court

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

ANGELA R AUSTIN. UNKNOWN DEFENDANT

RONALD L TURFITT, SHEILA B. 11JRFITT,
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS and
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY,

SPOUSE OF ANGELA R. AUSTIN, E H HARPER
FINANCIAL SERVICES, MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE,INC.
SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY EMS,JOHN A_ YEZERSIG, MD, MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL YORK FUNERAL
HOME,INC., COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 14, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67.457.23. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, June 13. 2008, at the hour of
to:oo am., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 145 Mussel: Lane, Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:,
Lot No. 927 in Unit No, 4 of the Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision as shown by plat
of the same which is of record in Plitt Book 2, Page 75, in the office of the Clerk

Thence, with Garlands west line, south 02 degrees 05' 27' west 151 40' to a
rebar set, the southeast corner of Lot 6,

The above identified lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all protective
covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptions and
covenants running with said and and as stated in and on the plat of said subdi-

Thence, severing the lands of About, south 89 degrees 10 04' west, passing
through a n" diameter rebar set at 191.64' for a distance of 216.69 to the centerline of Pond View Road;

vision and as recorded thereon in Plat Book No. 2 at nage No, 75 in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. and is further subject to such exceptom, conditions, restrictions and/or limitations as are expressly mentioned and

Thence, with the centerline of Pond View Road. north 02 degrees 33 28" east
151 47' to• point in the south line of Lot 5:

stated in a prior deed to said land from the United States of America acting by
and through ita legal arrot, tha T5smaes.e Vain Authority. to Dora K WiihmLuss
dined October '29, 1968. and which is of record in Deed Book 108, Page 509, in

This traet contains 0 7500 acres but is subject however to a 25' wide roadway
easement for Pond View Road, adjacent to and parallel with the centerline of
Pond View rtos,i.

Alnin) A 1977 Holi 80x14 Mobile home VIN 412826, Title '01010018001 ea.me
being permanently affixed to the land but not in conformance with ICRS

Being in all respeots the mime property conveyed to Defendants by deed from
Jame* M Matheiu, dated August 16, 2001, of record in Book 394, Page 140, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

1861,297 )
ALSO, A 2000 Fleetwood mobile home, Serial No. ICYFLY45AB01413-PL12.
Angela 11 Austin obtained title to the above-described property by deed from
Chris Johnson, et on., dated December 22. 2000, recorded on January 12, 2001,
in Book 365, Page 422, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court,
and pursuant to the survivorship clause in said deed upon the death of Allen W.
Austin, who deceased on April 3, 2007.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days, but if sold an a credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third III) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and aufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall

Geotech Engineering & Tinning, Inc,
601 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Western Kentucky Construction Association
2201 McCracken Boulevard
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Western Kentucky Construction Association
1623 Highway 121 Bypass
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Copies of the Contract Documents may be obtained beginning June 9, 2008 at
Paducah Blueprint & Supply Company, Inc., located at 999 Broadway. Paducah,
Kentucky 42001, upon payment of $100 for each set Checks shall be made
payable to Geotech Engineering & Testing. Inc. Payment is refundable if
returned in usable condition within 7 days after the Bid Opening date.
A Bid Bond payable to the Owner must accompany tech Bid for five percent(5%)
of the total amount of the bid to insure the execution of the contract for which
the bid Is made Ac won as the Bid pricee have been compared, the Owner will
return the Beads of all except the three (3i lowest responsible Bidders When
the Agreement is executed, the Bonds of the two remaining unsuccessful Bidders
will be returned In case of failure of the Bidder to execute the Agreement, the
Owner may, at his optain, consider the Bidder in default, in which cane the Bid
Bond accompanying the proposal shall become the property of the Owner

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
(45) days, but if sold on a credit of forty-five(45) days, the purchaser shall
deposit with the Commissioner ten perrant 110%l of the purchase price and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, with good and soffn
cierit surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable within forty-five days. A lien *hall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent teem, if any, shall be ascertained
and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes,
This 12th day of May, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.
CIL mow
This 8th day of May, 2008.
Respectfully "obtained,

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Geotech Engineering & Twang. Inc.
500 South 17th Street
Paducah, KY 42002

Thence, with the moth line of Lot 5, north 89 degrees 10 04' east, passing
through a'?' diameter reran set at 25.04' furs distance of 283 21' to the point of
below:or:4.

Calloway County Court, all of which are by this refthe office of the Clerk of
erence made a part of this instrument as if written herein in full.

Master Commiesioner

The Contract Documents, consisting of Advertisement of Bids. Instruction to
Bidders, Bid Schedule, Agreement, hid Bond, Performance Bond, Payment Bond.
Notice of Award, Notice to Proceed, Contract Change Order, General Conditions,
Technical Specifications, and Drawings. may be examined at the following locations beginning June 9 2008:

Legal description at a tract at land situated approximately 1 5 .mlee west ot the
'Aran of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being• part of the
Southwest Quarter of Section 10, Iliwnship 3, Range 4 East, and also being lot
6 of• Minor Subdivision Flat of the Gary Ahart and Debbie Ahart property of
record in Plat Book 28, Page 84, Slide 2700. said Minor Plat is a Partial Fteplat
of Tract II of record in Plat Book 24, Page 24, Slide 2237, and being further
described as follows, Beginning at a 7' diameter rebar found in the west line of
the John S. Garland property (Deed Book 272, Page 875), being the south) sat
corner of Lot Sofa Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 28, Page 74.
Slide 2690, and the northeast corner of Lot 6 described herein;

of the Calloway County Court

MAX W. PARKER

Sealed Bide for the Murray West Industrial Park, Clearing and Grading
Construction which includes approximately 40 acres of clearing. 400,000 cubic
yards of earth moving, approximately 1,200 sq ft, of gravity retaining wall,
building demolition and all related work as specified and shown on the
Drawings. Bids will be received by the Murray Calloway Economic
Development Corporation, 1004 Waldrop Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071, until
2:00 PM. Central Daylight Savings Time on Monday, June 30, 2008, at which
Urn. they will be opened and publicly read aloud.

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 14, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67,972 33, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. June 13, 2008, at the hour of
10:00 •.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 335 Pond View Lane, Aline,
KY 42020, and being more particularly described as follows:,

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
The Calloway County (Kentucky) Public Properties Corporation the
'Corporation") acting on behalf of the County of Calloway, Kentucky (the
`Cotinty), will until 12:00 pm, C.D.S.T., on June 19, 2008, receive in the Office of
the County's Judga(Executive, Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071, competitive bids for $2,600,000 of its First
Mortgage Refunding Revenue Bonds(Court Annex Facilities Project), Series 2008,
dated July 15, 2008 (the 'Bonder, said Bonds mature on March 1 in each of the
years 2009 through 2018, and are NOT subject to prior redemption.
The Administrative Office of the Courts of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
CAOC"i and the County will enter a Pint lease of the Projett with the Corporation
whereunder the AOC portion of rentals, if the Lease is renewed on a biennial basis
by AOC, will provide for approximately 100% of the debt service requirements of
the Bonds.
Bids must be on Official Bid Form contained in the Preliminary Official
Statement available from J.J.B, Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, LLC, at
http:Opos.hilliard.00m.
on tax-exempt basis, subject to qualified approving Legal Opinion of Reed
Johnson, Bond Counsel, Louisville, Kentucky The Bonds are Bank Qualified
and will utilize the Book-Entry System
SPA.,

Right to reject bids, or waive informahty, reserved Term Bonds permitted
CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC PROPERTIES CORPORATION
By a Larry- Elkms,
President
LEGAL NOTICE
The following nomination has been received
to fill a 4-year elected term on the Calloway Co
Fire Protection District board,
Amos McCarty
Election will be held on Saturday, June II. 2008
from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m at Fire Station el
on East Sycamore Street, Murray. KY.
Any person who owns property in the Calloway Co
Fire Protection District is eligible to vote

GOAL oriented, good
hearted,
energetic
team members needed. Multi county state
contracted agency has
openings for 7 to 10
competent,
career
minded individuals to
complete our team.
This is your chance to
make a real Impact on
the lives of others. All
training provided to
achieve state level certification. Limited openrigs on all shifts in multiple locations. Please
call 270-767-1543 for
more information or to
schedule an interview
or drop in to apply at
404 North 4th Street
Suite D, Murray, M-F
9:00-3:00. Part time
and full time positions.
great job for college
students: hard working
individuals and proven
professionals.
EXPERIENCED carpet
layer needed. Must
have proper tools. Call
270-978-2111 or fax
resume to 270-4892342.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY HAS DECLARED
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS SURPLUS TO ITS
NEEDS: TB GELDING, 2 YR. OLD :HARLEY)BY
HARLAN'S HOLIDAY (CI SW OF 3.6 MILLION
DOLLARS, e25,000 STUD FEE) OUT OF QUI
(1999/. MINIMUM BID MOOG. SEEN BY APP?.
PLEASE CALL DALE AT
270-227-2069. BID
FORMS (BID MUR-273D-08) CAN BE OBTAINED
AT THE GENERAL SERVICES BUILDING ON
CHESTNUT STREET. BIDS WILL OPEN JUNE
19M, 2008 AT 2:30 P.M. QUESTIONS: CALL
LEIGH PLENCHINGER AT 270-809-4435.
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No Bidder may withdrew his bid fries period of forty five 145) days after closing
time scheduled for the receipt of bide
The results will be released only after approval of the Murrsy Calloway
Economic Development Corporation.
Development Corporation shall renew the
The Murray Calloway
right to waive informalities and to reject any or all bide
ECOCIOOlbt

child's pet
.050
Leal Ind Found

FREE adult male dog
to responsible home
227-1879

Sable & White,
nd Found
Gras
MISSING
Pyrenees large white
dog 759-4533
753-7708

miniature Collie,
wearing red collar.

761-6090

Daytime Ph
I
I
I
I
I
•

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bcr: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

&T

CLASSIFIEDS

eturrief Ledger & Times

RIM

1111u0

1

Mks

I

Wednesday,June 11, zoos • 36

Into
.

Pug ---voT.1-

Eniployment Opportunity

T

COMMONWEALTH OF ICKeTTIJC KY
COURT OF JUSTICE

NOTICE TO ALL HEIRS, DEVIcsEES

CALLOWAY C1RCLTT COURT
Chet Action No 06-C1-00002

AND LEGATEES OF SALLY LORZY

FIRST COMMUNITY SANK,PLAINTIPT,

legatees of SALLY LORRY that a civil action
has been filed againist them. Failure to rep-

VS NOTICE OF SALE

▪

ircuit
f the
,ffer for
:entucky,
▪ hour of
located in
re. Alma,

eat of the
part of the
being Lot
party of
al Fleplat
Lrther
,st line of
,uth sat
Page 74

/ to

a

55104

the center-

Or east

•
le point of

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sala entered by the Calkroray Caroni
Court on April M. 2006, in the above cause, to saUsgy the Judgment et the
Plaintiff in the appronmate timeline 511121112,271.03, I shall massed to seer kw
sale at the Courthouse door in the My of'Murray, Calienny County, Kandasky,

the Complaint, In writing, to the Calloway

to the highest bidder, at public audio= on rrtday, June 90,IOW at the hear of
twO a.m local time, or thereabout, the following deeaibed prepeety nested in
Calluway County, Kentucky, with its address being 687 Finley Road, Dexter. KY,
and being more particularly described es follows'

was appointed warning order attorney by the

Tract I.

Unknown Heirs, thInfialde• and Legatees, if

Legal description of. tenet of land stunted in County of Calloway, Stan of
Kentucky, being• part of Section 20, Terniehip 3, Range 6 Seat, and being Tract
1 et•Minor Subdivision of Plat as recorded in Plat Seek 17, Page 81, Slide
1589, and being feather described as follows.

address of Dexter, KY 42036 of the

Commencing at a point on the South right-of-way line of Finley Road and or, tra
East right-oi-way line of Independence Church Road "Haley Road), thence, along
the Seat right-of-way line of Indepenienee Church Hoed the following calls.
south 31 decrees 5834' West UAW to a point South 26 degrees ST 21' Wan
232.24'to. point; South 38 dames 58 34 West 257.74' to a paint; South 14
degree. 2141' West 48.92' to•1/2* diameter neer set and the paint of beginning, thence, from the point of beginning and severing the land ciflhattny
Walker North 89 ingrate de fie Rest 82e.79'to it LT' diameter rebar set; theme
South 84 degrees 56' 22' East 103.96' to a ler diameter mbar gen theses North
87 degrees 0400' East 159 71. to a len diameter mbar set In an existing fence
theism along an existing fence the following calla: South 28 degrees 29'36' Sad
159.58 feet too Ler diameter mbar set by a power pole; South 46 degrees 16'39'
East 253.31' to•1/2' diameter mbar set at a fence dieter, South 14 &gram 14'
41' East 54.36'to•In" altimeter mbar set at•hence carder; North St degrees
16' 59' West 14006'to• 1)2" diameter mbar set; North 84 daces= 43'21) Wage
147.54'to s ler diameter mbar set; North 89 degree. 26'IT West 280.05'to a
I/2" diameter rebar set; North 88 degrees 66'22' West 063.36 to a lir diameter
rater set on the East right-of-way lire of Indemendertioe Chtmele IficeA*, thence
along mid right-of-way lit,. North 0 degrees 26'03' East 241.93 feet to a dr
diameter radar set; thence continuing with mid right-of-way line North 14
degrees 21' 41' Kan 101.81'to the point of begthaing.
Being the same real estate conveyed to William Alan Rider and win, Cecelia
Rider, by deed from Linda Timm end Sidney Steinhaeuil, her husband dated
June 14, 1996 and recorded in Book 230, pegs 408, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.

or legatee of BALLY LORRY must respond to
Circuit Court Clerk's once. On April 15,
Warren K. Hopkins, Attorney at Law
&noway Circuit Court to warn the

Legal description of•tract of laud situated approximately 2.26 miles Northeast
of the Community of Alma, in the County of Calloway Mate of Kentucky, being a
part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 20, Itearaahip 3. Range 5 Ease and elm
beine Tract II of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the'Tommy Walker and Marilyn
Walker property of record in flat Book 24, Pane 661, Slide 9218 and being further described as follow.,
Beginning at a VT diameter rebar found in the Best line of the Ledependance
Church Road (Haley Road), the Northwest corner of Tract I sic Minot
Subdivision Plitt of record in Plat Bonk 17, Page 81,sus• 1509,located 623.34'
South of the South line of Finley Road as 'Leagued Wong the Bast line of
Independence Church Road, and also being the Southwest corner of Tied 11
described herein; thence 30'from and wareelel to the centerline of Independauce
Church Road the following bearings and distances: North 14721'41' test 48.91'to
a 112" diameter rider set; North 3653'34' East 21774'to a VT dienneer mbar
set; North 2.5.5721' East 232.24' to•l/T diameter rehar eat; North 816634'
East 89.94'to a 1/2" diameter set in South line of Pinny Road; thence 30'Sore
and parallel to the cerrtectine of Finley Rued North 86 1443'47'Zan 351.51' to
a 1/2" diameter rebar set; theme, severing the lands of'Thrum Walker, South
041)232'40' West 638.98'to a ler diameter mbar found, an angle point in the
North liras of i.ese, William Alan
North :ilia of Tied- I of sew':fluor Flat
Rider property Mood Book 251Z., Poop Adak'arse •attlt the North limo of said
Tract I, South 89 deg. 0065" West 628.79'to the point of bogie:Wag.

PLI2.

Tract 111-

'forty-fee
shall
a and expand sufBuntil paid,
urd on the
scertained
to the cur-

2 897 acre, of property as surveyed by the firm of F T. Sediment Land Sureeners
of Murray, Kentucky, on July 13, 1269, located at the intersectnet of Finny Road
and Haley Road also known as Indeipareisnee Church Road) approximately
miles northeast of the City of Murray and being a pert of Section 20, Township
3, Range 5 East, in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly
eescribed as follows:
Beginning on the south aide of Finley Road, 30.00 feet south cliche centerline,
0 2 miles, more or teem, west of Petters Road, and being 579.76 feet(aloes the
1,and being the
south aide of Finley Road) west of the northeast corner of
northeast corner of the herein described Trwt 2 and a earner to Teed 1, surveyed this same data; thence, with the boundary of Dint 1, the following beersod dishiness:
South 8 deg. 59' 25' West 388.66 feet to.94 mbar set; South 90 deg. 0'Oe 344.34
feet to a 64 radar set; North 3 deg. 22'46" Ea* 317.28 feet to a 04 saber set on
the conk side of Finley Road, 30 00 feet south of the centeriine, thence, along
the south side of Finley Road, the following bearings and dietenow North 84
deg. 61' 5" Fast 84.54 feet to a point; North 77 deg. 30' 12'Sam 191.42 feet toe
point; North 81 deg 92" East 117.28 feet to the point el beginning.
This conveyance is subject to all easements, resuictiono, rights-cif-way and mior
mineral reservations and mineral conveyances of record.
Being the same real estate cent/eyed to William A. Rider and wife, Cecelia P
Rider, by deed from Dennis C. Hasty and wile, Janine F. Hasty, dated June 4,
1998. recorded in Deed Book 287, Page 303 in the Calloway County Mate
office
Also to be included in the Menem Cosonirdoner Selo with the abonedensibed
real property is the following personalty: all poultry equipment,farm equipment,
incinerator, and fixture*, including, but not limited to all feed. ventilation, environmental control, watering, and electrical equipment whether attached to. the
real estate or located on the premise*, including, but not dratted to, OPP (1)
Shenandoah incinerator, two (2) Hired Hand ST fthal000astuittime fear 14)
Chewy 4e" aluminum shutters, four(4) Hired Rand 48" fans, two(2)Hired
Hand 36' fans. 48 Shenandoah newts, 132 Big Dutchman rooster feeders Irak
suspension, and one (ItBreeder Home chain feeding system.

ipthass

—.▪ .4116.11111

—SWUM

r.tto

PS

The aforementioned properly shall be sold an a meth or credit hang at thirty(30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30i days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Cotarnissinster tan percent (109i)tithe purchme price and smarts bond with
good and suffkeent surety for the remainder, with good and sufficient surety
bearing interest at 122 per annum fr +m tbe date of sale until paid, sod &le,
due and payable within thirty days. A lieu shall be retained an the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by
the Commissioner, but the property %hall be sole itubeact to the current ad val-

orem taxes
This 28th day of May, 2008
Respectfully rubmitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Cmamiesioner
Calloway Circuit Court

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY HAS DECLARED
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS SURPLUS TO ITS
NEEDS: KY-BRED AQRA BAY GELDING, LOTS
OF CHROME. 15.211, 1225 LBS, 4 YRS 'PMSAhtATIC"(SAMUEL). MINIMUM 811)18800 KY
BRED AQHA DARK BUCKSKIN MARE,5 YR OLD,
15,1 H "REVIEW MY STYLE*(SCHILLING). MINIMUM BID $4000 HORSES SEEN BY A.PPT.
PLEASE CALL DALE AT 270-227-2063. BID
FORMS (811) MUR-272D-08) CAN BE OBTAINED
AT THE GENERAL SERVICES BUILDING ON
CHESTNUT STREET. BIDS WILL OPEN JUNE
19TH, 2008 AT 200 P.M. QUESTIONS CALL
LEIGH MENCHINGER AT 270-809-4435

!

Applications for this position can be picked up at City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street, Murray Or on-line at yelirlpInUlentylcUPY and click on the administration tab and then on the personnel tab to download •copy of the
application. Appliestioso must be mailed in or brought by City
Ball. No job descriptions. available for this position - duties will be
explained by interview cerumittee

retval
WINNERS WANTON
Were ON** be
011atirene
Pier IM9:0W* Mkt
or ustotal% use
at no .1C9errey Salon
arnencis *nee

rapinmerit wars
earn Winn

Call 7116-1400 Ask
for Angie to loin our
wining teem today.

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
ServeneSaies
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556

Applications will be accepted through Thursday, June 19, 2008

MURRAY-CALLO'WAY
HOSPITAL

Taidnghealthcare newplace&

No. 07-C/-00327. The warning order attorney.
wren K. Hopkins does not represent the

LIMITED TIME

heirs, devisees or legatees of SALLY LOWEY
personally, but is only appointed purstuurt on

$20.000 Sign on Bonus for PT's

statute to warn thern of this complaint. If you

S20,000 Sign on Bonus for OT's

are an heir, devisee, or legatee of SALLY
LORRY, I strongly urge you to seek legal
couneet inuneditely in order to protect any

Join us as we continue to expand into a regional hospital adding over 170,000 square feet of
new space to our existing campus.

intrest you may have in this matter.
MCCH offers a comprehensive cempensation
and benefits package. Three-year commitment
requiree.

Warren W Hopkins
Nancy at Law

To apply, send resume so:

405 Maple Street, Suite B

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Hamm Resources Deportment
NO Poplar Street
Murray,KY 42,71
Esamil:

Murray, KY 42071

PUBLIC =STING ANNOUNCEMENT

Tract II,

WILL Sit with elderly in
home, nursing home.
or hospital Will also do
house cleaning.
753-7129,210-4173

This position is for part-time employment only.
No employment benefits are available

COUNTY

fliskohnnslautian

Department of Ptah end vadons nageorem
Conuabrion Nteasinaties Meeting

*SE IITILIM21111111161.4111

Tuesday, June 24, 2606

EDE

TIME 7.30 FM Central Tuns
!Doom open at 811.0PM1

Trigg County Hospital is currently accepting
applications for the following petitions.

LOCATION. Kentucky Daro Village
Convention Center, Gilbertsville, KY
DLRECTIONS, 21 miles southeast of Paducah Take
1.24 Lc Exit 27 foe U.S. 62 toward Calvert
City/Kerne:1m Dam Tyke U.S 541 S and know
signs to the park_
Residents of the First Wildlife District who, for the
peat two 011011111etiehro years, have either puritheited•
Kentucky bunting or &thing homes; hunted or
fished ia Kentuder but were not required to purchase a Inense;or have registered a bon in the state
cd Kentucky may perticipate in this promos

Ceunties in the First Wildlife District are Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway, Cierliele, Christian, Crittenden,
Fulton, Greees, Hickman, Livingston. Lyon.
McCracken. Marshall and Trigg.

sr WV

July 1, 2008

Complaint is captioned Rungaginaggiliegia

Being the same property oxiveyed to William A. Rider and rife, 013011111 P. Rider,
by deed from 'Thoreau, L. Walker and wife, Marilyn W. Welker, dated November
18, 1997, and recorded in Deed Book 270. Pete 526 in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's °Bloc

—BMA

$7 00 per hour

Date position begins

IiileetiSIMIAGMLISIELKISELC9 of Keintllekv
, Calloway Circuit Case

ed from
re 140, in

—• OSA i

Salary

.

This tract contains 5.8679 acres, but is subject however to any additional right
of way which may be of record for Lndepeadanciti Church Road and Risley Rued.

4ES
two

Murray Police Departs:I:tont

Mond

Complaint filed against them. The

eadway
cline of

0881

Department

*woe"

any, of SALLY LOREY, having a last known

The stomas of op to &ea sontampaswillS.shows. at
thAi Misting and submided to Greener Steven L.
Benham who will appoint one nominee to a fouryear term on the Kentucky Fish anti Wildlife
Coneniannie

DECLARED
US TO ITS
ARLEY) BY
11 MILLION
,UT OF QUI
N BY APPT.
1083. BID
OBTAINED
LDING ON
PEN JUNE
)NS; CALL
55.

Custodian (approximately 20 hours per week)

to the Complaint within fifty (501 days

may result in judgement being obtained by
the Plantiff spin:List them. Any heirs devisee

ilNDANTS

Position:

la a Notice to all heirs, devisees and

WILLIAM A RIDER. CECEIJA P RIDER,
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS 1, LLC,AND
ALLOWAY COUNTY ICINTUCICf, DIPINDANTS

LAINTIFF

The City of Murray has the following employment opportunity

Will clean office s
houses or garages
Man ano wile team
WM also set with elderly at home, nursing
hospital
name
or
rieferences &varier:4e
2e3-24i6, 755-74 14.

Department of Fine and Wildlife Resources
Frankfort, KY 40601
Dr. Jon Gossett, Commiselome

laned
FULL-Th.1E Sates
Representative
Needed. Seeking individual anti outgoing
personally to generate
leads, done stews, and
train on F'owerCiairri
maws» solutions.
Some trainer required.
Bate pay plus oern
Mission; benefits
Induces heat...We/dental Insurance, retirement, 18 paid days off
per year, and triton
melstance. Menerium
1 year college
required and sale*
experience preferred.
Emelt resumes to candice0powerdarmi.com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Ledge- AMY in
Person after 7:00PM
orCy, positively.

DISCLAIMER
Wten accessing tbe
'help wanted" section
on our classifieds
..,9bPaSe is
inurrayiedeeccom,
you will be redirected
to sibtsetwork.nora.
By default.
Munay and local rob
linings will appear on
dui webute.
However. as a national
webute, not all listings
on the fainetwork.corn
are placed through
die Murray Ledger& Times Mate call
us If you tore any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job Listings. Thank you
PURCHASE
Ford
Uncoin & Mercury
now taking applications for dedicated,
hard working sales
professionals
and
technicians
service
who want a career in
the automotive businetts. Experience preferred, but will train the
right
individual
Excellent wages and
package.
Apply
benefit
in person 9am-4pm,
Mon-Fri. HWY 45
North. See Dan Smith
or lion Resins

UNITED STATES
NAVY
Some benefes of the
United Stales Navy
•elp to $70,000 toward
your education or 4
yew sceolarstrips
Alp to 585,000 k cotloge debt
.30 days vacation with
pay each year.
*existing erd forxi
a8owances.
•Fres medics/ and
dental.
*Travel the globe- Far
Ease Europe, Auttralta
For more information
call 1-800-7774289 or
4:•t_ stiou4s0crrc.navy.
mil
DO you love working
with kids?

Wee Caro Enterprises
may be jusl ths piece
for youl Foil erne and
part time positions
available.
APV1Y al:
Wee Care
109 S. 150 St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)7534227
GIBSON Truck Lines 11
looking for wee qualified Diesel Mechanic.
Must have at least 10
yrs. experience in tractor trailer repair. Refer
repair is plus. Good
environment,
wort
above average pay
and benefits for qualified individual. 270787-0191
WEEKEND Murray
Paducah Combinaticn
Rea; Estate Licensing
class. $320 DP, $44
weekly through Nov.
1W. Murray Chamber
Commerce, 9-12. 270223-0789.
deroiseederne0yahoo
COITI
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, hill-time, training provided, must be
dependable,
pay
hourly rate and bonuses. Apply in person:
Signmasters, 8503 US
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fairdealing)

Director of Food

and Nutritional Services

-Pull-Tune
illacberoes Degree in Diesetics
'
Reprinted Dietitian in one of Kentucky

Physical Therapist
'
▪ Bachelor in Science or Master in Science 'Degree
ms PhytIrol Therapy •rvi Pre.fecci.c.oal aLicamstire or
Kentucky required

SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312, Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available oulin
www.triggheepitaLorg
band Opportunit Emplo)er

TRIGWouNnHOSPITAL
Account Executive
Dialog Telecoenntinicatlens

Job Descriptim:
Au:count Executive ii. responsible for selling the
cumpanye voice and rhea services to new bustness
clients tlarough establishment, develop-nem. and
maintenance of customer relationshqn Monthle
tales quo, - will be +wearied through cold calling
and lead follow-up. This position will be based in
Paducah, KY,reporting directly to Inc Vice
President of Sales who is Nerd in Paducah.
Compensation will include base pay, COMOMSCOC.
and benefits. AS can expect to earn 580K and
ova-achievers can expect to earn in excess of
SlCOK

BUSINESS
ADVISOR/OFF CAMPUS
STUDENT COORDINATOR, College of
Business & Public
Affairs, Murray State
Full-time
University
non-tenure track position to begin July 2008.
Qualifications: Master
degree in business
required. Sign.'.cant
toward and MBA
re.
will be considered.
Experience ir academic advising and recruiting required. Must pen
sees excellent oral and
written communicaboo
skills with the ability to
create a nurtunng wenronmeet for students in
an academic setting.
travel
Extensive
througnout the surrounding area and the
Wilkingriess and ability
to work nights and
weekends is required.
working
Extensive
knowledge in Microsoft
and Blacicboard expertrequired.
once
is
with
Experience
arid
Facebook
MySpace and working
with student ambassadors is strongly pref erree.
Responsibilities: The
position will advise preedmitted business students in the College of
Business. supervise
still:rent amoassador
program, and coordinate
publications.
Position
requires
travel
extensive
throughout the surrounding area and
working nights and
weekends
Application Deadline:
June 27, 2006. To
apply: Serer letter of
application, resume,
and three references
Business
ice
Advisor/Recruiting
Coordinator Search,
State
Murray
University, College of
Busines.e & Public
Affairs Office of the
Dean, 109 Business
Building, Murray, KY
42071. Women and
minorlbes are encouraged to &poly. Murray
State University is an
tomall education and
employment opportunity MitFrO AA employer.

Medical Technologist
Immediate full-time and PRN Medical
Technologist position available for afternoon shift. Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent benefit package. Interested
applicants may send resumes to:

e

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42666
FAX: 270-251-4443
EEO/M/F/D/V

STUDENT looking tor
work after Briggs
dosed line.
Experience in computers and technology.
quick learner, hard
worker, dependable.
Bryce (812)596-4289

L

NOW taking appeals
dons for ell positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-in, 217 S. 12th
Ste Murray, KY. No
phone colts.

Steven 0 Sacora,
CPA/CFP Fern seeks
CPA. Benefits, include
4-day work week
Email resume to
sieve0sacora corn

KFC
now
hirinq
cashiers & cooks. Musr
be available for ail
shifts. Apply In person
205 N. 12th St.

BUYING old US Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value
2934999
CASH owd for
geod, tend gune
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

Arica*
For fish
DINNING
table,
chairs, sectional steeprocker.
er,
glider
ottoman, 3 end tables.
753-8206.
ELECTRIC lift chair, 3
years curd, brown vinyl,
extra wide, perfect for
eiderty in independent,
assisted or nursing
homes. $500
753-0913.
FOR Sale: Ponys, rabbits. country eggs
489-2415.
1112 Televisions
Olympic
Come by
Plaza to see our selection d HD televisions.
Fiat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a ranee selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite, 759-0901
HP Computer- 17"
keyboard.
monitor,
speakers,
mouse.
printer, $150. Call 7594704 after 5pm or
227-6828.
KENMORE 30' white
electric flat top range.
warming drawer Had
1.5 years. $500 obo
GE white triton I,:'
clean dishwasher 4
cycles. $150 060.

753-6474.

NTT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county nas
Cal Terrell Tldwea

753-9075
270 227-2193
USED windows for
sale. Double hung with
screens. 6 foot French
door.
753-8173 or
293-4392.

rii
.

LARGE .
SELECTION

WAD Aril IAN( ES

Credrers

.
Adult male caregiver
willing to sit/provide
adults
for
care
Overnight if fleeces
sary. Contact
270-753-8801

!IMP) ELKINS

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270759-9553, 753-9006.

MOVING
SALE
1407 Main
761-7653

(270) 1S3-1113
16.0

Rona funniness

COLLEGE student
wilting to tutor in
English, Math, Of
Science.
Bryce (812)596-4289
HOME cleaning
services 227.7129

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! TOcl pay, great
oenefitsi No experienoe? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
era
800-346-2818
150.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
227-6004

WANTED, Tutor MSU
student, metering on
electrical engineenng.
Call 731-642-8843 or
731-3363875.

Required Skills' 1 yr of business to business sales
experience or a 4 yr college degree.
Desired Skills: Previous telecom sales experience
Start Date: July 1,2008
Please respond with attached email and cover
letter to: layme Gholsoo, VP Sales
jayme calldialog.ccen

A/MOLES Carl Larry
753-3633

If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me.
(270)767-1636.

I

11311
Lawn

Grew

06 Troy Bill 25hp 54"
deck, triple blades Ear
cond; new $2500. sell
51200. 510-220-5656.

JD 600 Hiboys 53.500
JO 6000 Hicycles
$7,500. Tobacco
sticks, 15 each. Can
deliver.

(502)550-4080

1H • Nednemiay, June

11, 2008

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE
AUCTION
Selling For Crop Production Services, Inc.

CLASSIFIEDS

r

NIKON BRA
MINI-ST

Thursday, June 12th, 2008 @ 10:00 AM

AN Size Lin
Await*
Slow Have
Mame Corolrai

Location: 204 Railroad Ave. - Main Street - Poplar Street
Murray, KY. Great Location East of Court Square.
INDUSTRIAL ZONED COMMERCIAL PROPERTY'

76304111

L7toomm_i Fmkyds,
8LALESTAZEIRACIM
LOCATION ON MAIN ST -POPLAR SZ -RAILROAD Ann
TRACT 1'- 204 Railroad Ave. Murray,KY 6347 +/- Sq. Ft. Metal and
Block Building With Loading Dock - 3 Overhead Doors. Scale House
With Winslow Scales All Situated On A 114 Acre Tract.
TRACT 2* • Main Street And industrial Road - Features 232.66 Feet
Of Main Street Frontage, And 269' Feet Orr Industrial Road, Being A
Corner Lot Containing 1.40 Acres
TRACT 3* - Main Street And Industrial Road -Features 251.49' Feet
Of Main Street Frontage, And 260.40' Feet On industrial Road, Being A
Corner Lee Containing I 60 Acres.
AUCTION HELD ON SITE Al 204 Railroad Ave Murray KY!
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 1000 AM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BID ON THE TRACT COMBINATION THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS!!!
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15* Down Day 01 Sale Balance in 30 Days. °A RA
Buyers Premium Will Be Added To Final Bid Price And Included ln The Contract Price.
Potenual Bidder May View Brochure Or Weenie For All Terms And Conditions.

2,000 sq ft of retail or
office space 0 401
Maple St., on the
square in Murray,
270-978-0698
45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119.
COMMERCIAL property with 1,500 sq. ft.
building located on
121N inside city emits,
$1200 month, available June 15th. Call
753-2225

YARD SALE
503 S 111Th ST
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
7:00-7
TV,, small
appliances, gets
bicycle, dishes..
bedding, toys,
shelves, purses,
shoes. clothes teirus.
girls, toddler, baby)
and lots of‘misc.
H.O.R.S.E.S. INC.
INSIDE YARD SALE
KY NATIONAL
GUARD ARMORY
121 NORTH
FRI. 7:004:00
SAT. 7:00-2:00
Furniture, clothes,
toys, iots of mis:
items. Something for
everyone. All proceeds
benefit therapeutic
riding for nerve:kJ/xis
with special reeds

Murray Ledger 8c Times
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EXECUTIVE Brick
3800 square loot
house Or sale by
owner on almost 1,2
acre lot, 4 bedrooms,
3 1/2 bathrooms, large
great room with cherry
built-ins and gas fireplace, sunroom with
custom tile design,
dining room with trey
ceiling end wainscoting, gourmet kitchen
with cherry cabinets
with granite countertops, hardwood floors,
custom tile, crown
molding throughout
house, custom children's playground in
backyard. Custom
cabinets and surround
sound in and out of
house. 2 car garage.
professionally landscaped, custom blinds
and drapes! If interested in see home on
605 Kingsway Court lc,
Woodgate Subdivision
please call 293-5959
or 293-0902.

I \I \11111 1-1
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REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
3855 ST RT 45 NORTH
MAYFIELD. KENTlJ.CKY 42066
IlAtEl-Itie HARRIS Broker Au( homier
N4Fc0A.F.A_ HARRIS Broket Atictionr .
W10)2.47-3253 OR 800 380 i 1

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

OFFICE space for rent.
appx. 1.800 sq.ft.
per
$1,000
monthedeposit 12th
street location.
293-7874.
Ran

150 Diuguid Drive *Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

40'x48,
SHOPS
40'x40', gas heat, insulated„ 12 ft. walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
Carlos Bieck
270-436-2935.

ian
inn Equ
gem7r.

1

CONSiNUCTION
EQUIPMENT.
Backhoes, used Case
580SL, 580SM others,
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
36-42'
excavators
Skytrak & Gradall telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
850K cab/pr 1400hr
new UC $64,900.
Wanda Snow
731-363-3680.
Hams kr Sale
"'OWNER Finance*"
38R, 2BA, near lake,
6058 Dunbar Rd , New
Concord.
$3,950
down, $495/montn.
Bonnie %Party Broker
(270)752-0729
1991
Buccaneer
16X80. 3 BR. 2 BA,
2.53 acres with out
building. About 10 min.
from lake area.
227-8345. 22743346
1998 Patriot. 16x80,
38R, 2barh, vinyl
siding, 2x6 walls,
excellent condition.
(270)489.2525
2001 16x80 Clayton
MH, 3-Bedroom, 2Bath, W/Approx I acre,
new landscaping. 2-car
carport, 12x16 outbuilding, remodeled
inside last year, front
porch and bads deck,
very clean, 759-9362
EASY QUALIFY- Do
you own or have
access to land? Zero
down on a new Clayton
FREE
home.
APPROVAL
731-5844429.
FOR SALE
1994 3 Bedroom,
2 bath 16x80 mobile
home, possibly
needs to be moved,
some work needed.
Call 227-8721 If serious about buying.
S10.000/0E10.

Military family relocat
ng. Wants to rent 3 to
5 BR house.
270-906-6956.

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

1BR Apt. Washer &
Dryer, all appliances,
pets allowed.
$350/mo. 1 month
deposit, 1 year lease.
(270)753-42)9
2 BR. W/D, quiet, no
pets.
$355
per
month.293-6070.
2BR duplex, nice,
appliances furnished Various loaaLoos. Coleman RE
753-9698
213R& 313R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses
$630-900 per month
No pets. includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, drshwasner and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
3&41313, 2BA available
appliances.
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR house, C/H/A. 1,
2. & 3 BR Apt
753-1252, 753-0606.
761-3894
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in tree days
Coleman RE
753-9898.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
9 eouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday,
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 01-800-648-6056
SMALL 11313, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
wale,paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo 753-5980

TAG SALE
2 miles from
RR traclut

I
"I'
2 BR, 1 BA, new
kitchen,
hardwood
Moors, close to MSU
attached garage, no
pets 711 Payne St
$475 per month.
270-293-3710
2BR stove, refrigerator,
W&D hookup $385
month. References,
deposit & lease. 1005
Main Street, Murray.
No pets.
(270)527-3664
4 BR, 2 BA, brick,
remodeled,
newly
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602

A&E Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

9 week old AKC registerea yellow Lab puppies. 1
male. 2
females let shots.
me. 270-759-9375
leave message.
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
Great Pyrenees puppies, $50.
270-534-4062.
MINI DACHSHUNDS.
AKC. 2M/2F, Red/131k.
ready June 24th. $300
Call 978-5976 Kim

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St At 124S
42071
Murray.
270-753-5562

J&L RENTAL
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
rimer or 121 S. &
10X10 $25 10:15 $40
(270)436-2524
(2701293-6986

Munro: Ledgee aa Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estatv advertised henstn
o subiect in the Federal Fair
Housine Act w hich mai, it
illegal to adiernsc any preferenme. limitation or drscrimina,
won based on race, color reli,
gion, sex, handicap. familial status or national ongin, or inter
tion Si make any such prefer
emirs. limitations or discnnuna
boo.
State taws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or adverbsing
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept no
verbsing for real estate which
w not in violation of the law AN
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
ayariable on an equal opporturaty hwas
For further assistance wrth Fair
Housing Advertisme require,
wins, contact NA A Counsel
Rene P Milarn.17011545-1011

1.",
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On KY Lake. Lake
house, 3 BR, 2 BA with
garage- 2 wont rooms
Water front lot with
trees, storage shed,
boat house, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp. $265.000.
Call
270-436-2737,
270-978-2770:
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
$248,500,00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
&Ares

For sate 3 BR 1 BA
brick home East side
of Murray.
270-227-2162
FSBO: Corner Lot 027
(.47 acre) Saddle
Subdivision.,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd.. &
Atkins Way, Murray.
$32,000 °be. 270-7594209.

3 BR, 2 BA. 3 miles
rom town, $54,500.
270-240-4834
343R, 2BA. 2,500
sq.ft., fireplece, fenced
yd, barn, 3.2 acres.
2851 Kirksey rd.
(270)227-0479

FSBO: 4 bedi4 bath
updated older home
with office, eternal dining room and large eat
in kitchen. 1 1/2 mile
from Murray on 1 acre
nV1 with fenced back
yard. Hardwood Moors,
new carpet arid nicely
landscaped. $129,900
Call anytime for details
at 270-978-0880 after
5:00 p.m

New 2-1
1
Bedroom homes
in Interned
Mott
rir
eurings
es
293-7872
RENT to own, 3 BR, 2
BA,2 story, garages, in
wooed pool. 5 acres
270-559-1248

FOR SALE

00
- -6 Kawasaki la4501.
Nada value $4,420
Will sell for $4,000.
2004 Yamaha yz85.
Nada value $1,165.
Will sell for $900. Will
sell both for $4,800.
Both bikes excellent
condition. 435-4540 or
293-2612.

230 STONECREST

293-6887

FREE CONCRETE
FLOTATION 2' x 8
concrete floats loadelt
on your truck at Gree
Turtle Bay, Grand
Rivers, KY Call Bill
Gary at 270-3624064
for details

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR

66
Sa 2,
(.,vater
new
Pontoon 24ft
deck
and
carpet,
$7,500. 762-1055 after
5:00pm.

74
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ALL TF!E LATEST IQUIPMENT1
24 HOUR SERVICE!

LAWN:SI-11W
-tdowirig.
" • -Cinificipteg-.A,
AleA1 Vacuuming..

800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

AHART'S

*1

GRAVEL & SAND

0t
.k.OULD HI.HERE
ONLY 1.75
4 MON-TH
CALI. 753 1916

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a right
on Hopkins Rd.

Hill Electric

753-9899

Since 1986

Family owned & operated

24 Nous',Emma
Res,. Corn & Ind
Licensed & I ns ui ed
All jobs - big or small

RICKIVIAN

753-9562

CONSTRUCTION, INC eh

436)2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Bran at
270-705-4156

0-752-0313
Ott,ner Contractor' Luke Hickman

I

Residential Construction of
Neve raerees, Addition: & Remodeling
-Guaranteed professional & reliable service
•Insured
eCompetativc Or reasonable prscirig

[MILmond

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

%I I
ra‘111.2,

USED TIRES

weekly A special
locally owned/operated
739.1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Water Damagen Floors
&aces & Floor Joists
esmodeing A Simone
David Gal/more, ?New
W.Dc insurance Wars.
Visait AtristerCad Accacted

}1.1riit ft.')
3 10 1 St- Rt t21N.
753-8087'

1 & M lawn Servi(e.
410 utq_ t';twit rinrj

14 16 16 inc.h
Starting.at S20
mountt•ci

*ladies
07 Ford Expedition
XLT. 22K miles, like
new. Asking $17 500
0E30. 753-9508
03 GMC Envoy,
99.5000 miles. 7-passenger seating,
$8,5000. 762-1055
after 5:00

210-753-22'9
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00
(270)436-5277

CARPENTERS helper
to hire. Must drive &
have transportation, 4
yrs experience. Murray
112111
--area. Call 519-8570
Used Ctrs

ight
753-3500
McKinney
Seirvices
100 N. Sib
2004 Mi)nie Carlo one
owner, well maintained, good condition,
2000 Ford F-150, king
cab, one owner, well
maintained, good condition. Please call 2936516, 270-559-8215.

Oyer AM am
Saes & intaliwkw
*draw rasaINA
1*M/
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Elooring -Decks
'Vinyl siding "All
Home Improvements
(27097e-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruchon.net

1999 Buick LeSabre
80,XXX, white, $4,800
obo. 489-2544 leave
message

97 BMW convertible,
3281, mint condition
100,000 miles. Boston
green, $12,000.
436-5862.
88 Cadillac good condition. $1,600 obo
436-5759

Jae.Kuicibt
.f70 29,1 (10,1,1 •

1

David's
Home
Improvement

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

-111111--Ade:that

99 Buick Park Avenue
Ultra, clean, leather,
regularly
serviced,
$5.500. 753-8096

Just built 3 story, 2 bedroom. 2 bath. basement. 2 car
garage, wood floors, 1.500 finished. 1.500 unfin
iMed. Possibility for 5 bedroom. 3 bath. $159 000

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867

(a11753-5606
Attorney at Law
Contracts,Deeds
Tides, Gni**
761-4SIR
4110

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

,
111

SAT SAM-2PM

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753- 7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Sefe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

• i. t

Brown trim
THURS 10AM-4PM
FRI SAM-4PM

Slew For Ms
5 yr old TN walking
• horte, mare, 14.1
hands, black, very
pretty, child safe, lots
of trail experience,
$1500. 270-227-9020.

Registered Red Angus
service age bulls.
731-697-2423

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 om. Mt

Tan house

LIvesteek & Supplies

CUSTOM baling,
straw & grass hay in
big square bales,
3x3x8 (615)542-4036

Reality & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Cal 761-7355
mewl

INDOOR
2852 ST RT 94E

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
6
p.m. to 4 p.m.
n:'

DOWNSIZING
YARD SALE
1808 N 15TH ST
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
7:00-7
Boy Scout items,
straight razors,
furniture, bunk bed,
household items,
toys, kids clothes,
tools, motor lift,
books ect.

2005 Toyota Tundra,
S195 4th Extended
Cab Loaded. 24,000
miles mint condition
$19,500. 753-0913.
94 Chevy 271 extended cab, good condition.
new motor and transmission Call
270-227-5776

751:411k.

4.1.41trk • tt,41.1f

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480

Calhoon Construction, LLC

osfor lib

-THE Murray Ledger &
Times consideFs its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk, Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Lodger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibiiity whatsoever for their
activities.

KirlaiNG
RiriMODEIANG
'VINYL SIDING
•PLOOR LE% MItiCi

'Demers Removiee
)-itriorieu •Pereeeio
110S-41220 204-2441
MCKNIGHT Repair,
108 Starks Ln., Almo,
KY. Now offering flat
repair and used tires,
along with welding,
auto, home repair.
270-227-4325.
WIRT
RREFORIVIAV
Caalhasetia Quinn

Garage Peer Smoke A,
111441
Omer 41,
=
2
esid
(27$)
tstiI All Al .1 tyryiik
Xi II ,N

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2582. 227-0267

FREE OFFER: 2 olde
house trailers, but you
must move. Some
appliances
included,
270-543-3382
Free Kittens to a good
home. 12 total, long
and short hair, calico
and solids. Clean and
hand tame
270-436-6114

Free
Pallets

270-293-5824

Loading Dock of

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839

Murray Ledger &

PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill dot &
top soil.
(270)293-3252

Times

IMP
Specializing in
reshingletos and
metal roofing.
Tins Decrier
(270)078-0806
12701382 2028

First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Cells

COMICS / FLAMES

Murray Ledger & Times
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10 years ago
West View Nursing Home officials said state inspectors have
given the facility a verbal clean
bill of health following an annual inspection in May.
Stan Key, formerly of Murray, has been named director of
Alumni affairs at the Universiiy of Kentucky, Lexington.
Births reported include a girl
to Randall and Connie Schracenjost, June 6, and a boy to
David and Marla Canning, June
7
James and Norma Edwards
will be marned for 50 years
June 17.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Tern
DeLancey, Holly Bloodworth and
Nancy Schempp rehearsing a
night club routine for the production of "Guys and Dolls"
which opened June 10 at the
Playhouse in the Park.
The 41st annual Hazel alumni banquet will be June 18 at
the Calloway County Middle
School. Officers are Ray Dunn,
president; Johnny Miller, vice
president; and Gwyn Key, secretary.
Pat McClain used a five-wood
to score a hole-in-one at No. 3
hole at the Oaks Country Club
30 years ago
A one-year contract providing a $70,000 city and county
ambulance service was approved
by the Murray Common Council.
Kenneth Paschall, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carves Paschall of
Hazel and a graduating senior
of Calloway County High School,
has been named Star State Farmer
at the 49th annual convention
of the Kentucky Association of
Future Farmers of America held
in Louisville.
Published is a picture of Euva
Nell Mitchell after she scored
her first hole-in-one on the 155
yard second hole at the Murray
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Country Club. She was playing
with Betty Lowry and Veneta
Sexton of Murray ad Millie BelIan of Metropolis, Ill.
40 years ago
M.L. Pierce, son of Mi. and
Mrs. Freelon Pierce of Kirksey,
is now undergoing basic training of the United States Marines
at San Diego, Calif. He enlisted for two years
Mrs. Harlan Hodges of Murray presented a review of the
book, "Tell No Man" by Jill St.
John at a meeting of the Pans
District Susannas and their husbands at South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church
SO years ago
W.B. Moser was the winner
of the boat and motor given
away by the Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce in a contest
they sponsored to raise funds
for special projects.
Mrs. Sy!via Atkins, director
of Children's Services in Calloway County, spoke about 'The
Adoption Program" at a meeting of the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held
at the club house.
60 years ago
Elected as officers of the
American Legion Post of Calloway County
were
Max
Churchill. commander; Otto
Swann, vice commander; Clifton
Cochran, second vice commander; Thomas Bell, third vice commander; Lester Nanny, adjutant;
Allen Rose, financial officer;
Alton Barnett, sergeant-at-arms;
Billy Shelton, historian; Rev. A.G.
Chlders, chaplain; D.A. Adams,
child welfare; Nat Ryan Hughes, service officer, and Alton
Hughes, publication officer.
Mary Frances McElrath and
Carmen Leroy Cox were married June 5 at First Baptist
Church.
Meth Farmer and Troy W.
Kelly were marired June 5 at
First Methodist Church.
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Tylenol causes man's
hot flashes

Wife disappoints husband
only when she speaks
DEAR ARBY: I urn happily married to the most wonderful woman in the world. I
feel blessed to have her in my
life and to be a part of hers.
I am not an elitist; I like
to think I am a humble person. But I
do believe in
correct
grammar,
proper pronunciation
and the eloquent
employment
of words in
conversetion.
My
wife did not
By Abigail
have
the
Van Buren
benefit of an
upbringing
in which these were practiced.
She comes from the "ain't got
no" school of speaking.
I can accept this at home,
but in business as a corporate
executive, I am embarrassed
by her low verbal skills.
I would never hurt or shame
my wife by correcting her in
front of anyone. The obvious
answer is to bring it up in
private. I did that, but she is
not inclined to improve her
word skills. She has mentioned
a friend who tried to help her
in this endeavor, but it went
nowhere. I wish I could do
something. Any ideas on how
I can help? -- WORDSMITH
IN ILLINOIS
WORDSMITH:
DEAR
The most important line in
your letter is the one in which
you say you have spoken to
your wife about the problem,
"but she is not inclined to
improve her word skills." You
might try one more time, and

Dear Abby

DEAR DR. GCYTT: I have
read several recent columns of
yours regarding hot flashes of
unknown cause Several years ago.
I had an operation and took Tylenol
for pain for about 10 days I
experienced severe night sweats
at the time.
My wife happened to read
an article in
magazine
stated
that
that
taking
acetaminophen
can
cause night
sweats
in
some people.
I
had
undergone
By
many expenDr. Peter Gott sive tests to
try to determine the cause of my night sweats.
When I stopped taking the &eelanunophen, the sweats stopped.
It might be a good idea for you
to mention that Tylenol (acetaminophen) is sometimes the cause.
DEAR READER: Sadly. even
over-the-counters cannot be taken
by some people without unwanted side effects. Tylenol is used
for the tentporary relief of minor
aches and pains commonly associated with back pain, toothache
or headache, arthritis, menstrual
cramps and fever. While uncommon, reports confirm the product
can cause night sweats_
Fortunately, your doctor put you
through appropriate testing in an
attempt to find the cause. He should
have ruled out hypoglycemia, hormone ciisorders, neurological conditions, infection and more. Once
other physical symptoms are ruled
out, medication is often the culprit. Sweats are fairly uncommon
for people taking Tylenol.

tell her you're afraid her poor
English will affect your chances
for promotion and you would
appreciate it if she would take
some courses in English grammar and literature. But you
can't force her.
You say you have a happy
marriage and your wife is the
most wonderful woman in the
world. Nobody has everything.
Love her for who she is and
stop worrying about how others perceive her.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have a
friend I'll call 'Rose" who lives
in a senior complex. Somehow she discovered that her
key will fit random apartments
in the complex, and she goes
in when her neighbors are not
present. I have told Rose that
what she's doing isn't right,
but she says they all rent
from the same person," so she's
doing nothing wrong. She does
not go in for any reason other
than to nose around. Sometimes she asks a friend to go
with her on these little trips.
What do you think about this?
-- PU771 FD IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR PUZZLED:Because
everyone rents from the same
person does not give ANYONE -- including the landlord
-- the right to enter someone's
apartment without permission.
Rose is trespassing, and it's
against the law.
It doesn't make sense that
her key fits 'random apartmeets" unless she has somehow gotten hold of a pass key.
Management
should
be
informed that their security
system has been breached
because the tenants have a
right to privacy.

Dr. Gott

ContrutBridge
Two Wrongs Make a Right

ON;

TodayinNIstory

IMMMEP

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 11,
the 163rd day of 2008. There are
203 days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History':
On June IL 1776, the Continental Congress formed a cornmince to draft a Declaration of
Independence calling for freedom
from Bntain.
On this date:
In 1509, England's King Henry
VIII married Catherine of Aragon.
In 1770, Capt James Cook.
commander of the British ship
Endeavour, discovered the Great
Barrier Reef off Australia by running onto it.
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In 1919, Sir Barton won the
Belmont Stakes, becoming horse
racing's first Triple Crown winner.
In 1947, the government
announced the end of household

meet

ci Flours
r Joists
'tumors;
Owner
ice W0,1c
I acesetsa

and institutional sugar rationing,
to take effect the next day.
In 1963. Buddhist monk Ditch
Quang Due set himself afire on
a Saigon street to protest the government of South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem,
In 1970. the United States presence in Libya came to an end as
the last detachment left Wheelus
Air Base.
In 1977, Seattle Slew won the
Belmont Stakes, capturing the
Triple Crown.
In 1978. Joseph Freeman Jr.
became the first black priest
ordained in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints,
In 1985. Karen Ann Quinlan,
the comatose patient whose case
prompted a historic right-to-die
court decision, died in Morris
Plains, N.J., at age 31.
In 2001. Timothy McVeigh was

executed by injection at the federal prison in Terre Haute, hid.,
for the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing that killed 168 people.
Ten years ago: Mitsubishi
Motors agreed to pay $34 million to settle allegations that women
on the assembly line at its Illinois factory were groped and insulted and that managers did nothing
to stop it.
Five years ago, A suicide
bomber killed 17 people in a
Jerusalem bus blase, two Israeli
rocket strikes against Hamas fugitives killed 11 Palestinians in Gaza
City. Houston's Roy Oswalt, Pete
Munro, Kirk Saarloos, Brad Lidge,
Octavio Dotel and Billy Wagner
combined for the first no-hitter
against the New York Yankees in
45 years, winning 8-0. Pioneering broadcast journalist David
Brinkley died in Houston at age

82.
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0
HEAR YOUR

BIRTHDAY CAKE
IS COMING WIT1-1
A SMOKE ALARM/

2

to a good
otal long
air, calico
;lean and

40 Lama's chant
41 One of 100
45 Imaginary
fruit/
49 Do a fall chore
50 Previous
51 Without the ice
52 Bushwhack
53 PC key
54 Playing cards
55 Answers

(2 aids)
18 Overthrows

DOWN

20 Psyche
component
21 Bankroll
22 Foot levers
26 Hardened
29 Bump hard
30 Rate
31 Yarn spinner
32 Flit about
33 Orchard unit
34 Ben & Jerry
rival
35 Utter loudly
36 Sticker
37 More rapidly
39 Barn!

1 Use a blowtorch
2 Fat cats friend
3 Gangplank
4 Make able
5 Like zoo
animals
6 Singer Tort —
7 Be kale
8 More nervous
9 Twice DI
0 Prince
Valiants eldest
1 Tattered cloth
17— man out

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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19 Heavy-hearted
22 Hocl.ey
player's
protection
23 1960s hairdo
24 Bold look

25
26
27
28

Recognized
Music notation
Verdi opus

Ballard and
Moss
29 Blue-gray bird
32 Watchdog's
warning
33 Hinders
35 Building
material
36 Large amount
38 Brokaw
of the news
39 Houseflies, to
humans
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queen of diamonds! If you do this,
nothing can save declarer. tie would
go down two with normal play.
But if you don't get rid of the
queen. South makes the contract. He
leads a diamond from dummy at
trick four, and, when you play the
sateen, he lets you hold the trick. As
a result, he winds up with live diamond tricks, two spades, a heart arid
a club.
A very good case can be made for
discarding the queen of diamonds. If
declarer has the A-K-), the queen is
•A9
worthless It declarer is missing one
•A K 8 7 6 3
of these honors. it means that West
4.1 10
has the ace, king or jack as a potential entry to his clubs, and the queen'
The bidding:
East
Suuth
West
North
once again serves no useful purpose.
Pass
I NT
Pass
3 NT
When the hand occurred, however. East failed to appreciate the
Opening lead
king of clubs.
importance of jettisoning the queer
You may not agree with South's of diamonds and discarded the three
opening notrump bid or North's raise
of hearts instead.
to three, but that's not the point of
But the files were kind to him
this story. The play's the thing in this
Declarer, looking neither to the nethand, so lens get on with it.
nor the left, won the first diamond
West led the king of clubs.
with the king. paying no heed to thc
Declarer ducked. and West continued
appearance of East's queen.
with the queen, dummy playing low
South continued with the ace of
again. Another club lead forced the
diamonds, hoping the jack would
ace, and East had to choose a discard. fall, but it didn't, lieclarer could then
Now if you were East and saw
do no better than give up a diamond
only dummy's hand and your own, to West's jack to finish down two,
what would you discard at this point!' thereby proving that two wrongs
The winning play is to discard the sometimes make a right.
Tomorrow:(iood bidding and good play.

East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 6 3
WI 8 5 2
•10 9 2
•A 74
EAST
WEST
.0J 2
•(.) 10 8 5 4
•K I06 4 3
•Q7
•Q
•I 54
•KQ9863
.52
SOUTH
7
•K 9

1 Haa on
5 Soft-drink buy
9 Damage
12 Party-tray
cheese
13 During
14 Rollover subj
15 Witted
16 Made a start

ACROSS

1
ee

DEAR ABBY: I have had
terrible luck lately at fast-food
drive-through restaurants. I eat
on a budget, and I'm getting
tired of pulling away only to
find my order is incomplete - or worse, inedible.
My husband says I should
check the order before I pull
away, but I'm afraid it would
be rude because it holds up
the line. What do you recommend? -- STALE BURGER
BUNS N ILLINOIS
DEAR S.B.H: Fast-food
restaurants do not always have
experienced help. That's why
it makes sense to check your
order before you leave as your
husband suggested -- and doing
so is not "rude." However,
there is no excuse for a customer being served stale or
improperly cooked food. If that
happened to me. I would complain to the manager, and if
it wasn't corrected, i'd take
my business to another establishment.
•••

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
34-year-old male and, to my knowledge. I am healthy I have smoked
for 18 years My problem now
is I feel sick to my stomach and
vomit every monung when I get
up. This has been going on for
eight years, and my doctor can't
find anything wrong with me
I have had a scope and upper
GI done, both of which were normal. I have a hiatal hernia and
ulcer I've been on Prey-acid daily.
for acid reflux disease, and that
seems to help sometimes, but not
always. Maybe you can help me
figure out what is wrong and why
I feel this wey.
DEAR READER: Let me start
by saying that your scope and upper
Cl could not have been normal
if you have an ulcer and a hiatal
hernia
Hiatal hernia refers to a defect
in the middle of the diaphragm
(the muscle that allows the foods
we eat to leave the esophagus
and enter the stomach). Rather
than keeping the stomach in place,
the defect allows it to slap through
into the esophagus. Severe cases
result in heartburn, indigestion,
belching, bloating, nausea, chest
pain and difficulty swallowing.
Similar symptoms also present in
people with acid reflux disease.
An ulcer is the result of stomach acid wearing a hole in the
lining of the stomach. It can be
very painful and may cause internal bleeding.
Your I8-year smoking habit
can cause tor worsen) your symptoms. Kick the habit for a month
or two and, if there's no change,
return to your doctor to determine whether he or she will provide a stronger prescnption medication for symptom control. Following that, a referral to a gastroenterologist is in order.
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41 Getz or !Akita
42 Mitchell
mansion
43 Not super
44 Gym iterations
45 Took food
46 Feeling of
intense anger
47 Spotlight
covenng
48 Once called
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for those who have gone
above and beyond required,
licensing...

GREG TRAV1S/Ledger & Times

A HEALING HAND: Sam Duvall uses some brick and mortar Monday to try to keep a large
shade tree alive that stands in the corner of his yard on North 16th Street. According to his
wife, the process worked several years ago when the tree needed help.

Ga. Capitol site of rain dance
ATLANTA (AP) — Some
Native Americans have taken a
drum-pounding plea for rain to
the hallowed political ground of
Georgia's State Capitol. bidding
for relief from the epic drought
engulfing more than a third of
the Southeast.
Months after Gov. Sonny
Perdue took the rare step of
holding a public prayer vigil on
the capitol steps. about 30 people chose the same site Monday
for a rain dance as temperatures
soared into the mid 90s.
It started with a lone drum
beat, meant to symbolize the
rhythm of the Earth's heart. As
the pounding grew louder, about
a dozen voices — Indians from
Mohawk, Shoshone, Seneca and
other tribes — joined in with
chanting and prayers.
"Prayer helps. We hope to do
our talking to the natural world,"
explained Gary Adler FourStar.
one of the organizers. "Life

needs water and water needs
life."
The drought that began gripping Georgia and neighboring
states late last year has shown
few signs of easing. The affected
region has included most of
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
North and South Carolina, as
well as parts of Kentucky and
Virginia.
State officials in Georgia
banned virtually all outdoor
watering amid fears of a water
shortage in the hardest-hit northern part of the state. Other states
facing rainfall deficits are also
bracing after forecasters warned
dry conditions could worsen as
summer progresses.
Since his own prayer vigil
late last year. Perdue has ordered
water restrictions, launched a
legal battle against the release of
water from federal reservoirs
and

repeatedly

reminded

Georgians they must conserve

scarce natural resources.
Although few braved sweltering heat for Monday's ceremony, some taking part traveled
from Canada, New Mexico and
California for a I0-day "walk
for water" through parched
northern reaches of the state.
Bennie
BlueThunder
LeBeau, an elder with the
Eastern Shoshone in Wyoming,
said the rite was intended to help
heal a region "just like he body
with high blood or low blood
pressure
As the group stood baking in
96 degree weather on the
Capitol steps, some lit candles
burning sage and said they
hoped that would drain negative
energy and produce more water.
-The natives were always
respectful to nature and our rela.tionship to water. In my tribe.
we•i-e all related to water." said
Jimmie BlueEyes, a Navajo
from New Mexico.
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by Japesline Slow

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for make revisions. You're sharp as and a change of scenery.
a tack, eager to move ahead Tonight: Dine in an ethnic restau
Thursday. June 12, 2008:
You have the gift of gab and can with new ideas. Brainstorm to rant, or learn to belly dance!
brighten the energy of a room your heart's content. Tonight: CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
just by walking into it. This year When catching up on news, you *** You make a difference and
won't believe what you hear
delight in the recognition. Put
you will enjoy an assortment of
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
projects in front of powerful peo:colorful friends and opportuni- *** Your
wallet is on fire! Curb ple today. In relationships, you
ties for travel and learning. moody, impulsive spending. need someone
with the opposite
•Many obstacles from last year Keep all receipts; you might personality of yours today to get
:are history now, and you feel change your mind tomorrow! you out of a rut! Tonight: Be
:you can get ahead with impor- You need a break from helping open to adventure
tant life goals. Remember to live others. Tonight. Share a pas- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Rely or your hunches
in the present. Pressure to make sionate interest with a friend
The boss might need a logical
An important job decision or a UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
'move might force you to think **** Love makes your world explanation. Your eccentric
You will spot a kindred ideas actually inspire and enter,thead. If you are single, go round
soul across a crowded room. tain others, so don't hold back!
tomance will knock on your Trust your instincts. All work
and
You need a job that encourages
iloor this year. If you are no play makes you very cranky. creativity Tonight: Why not surattached, a new addition is pos- Seize the opportunity for play, for prise that special someone?
sible. Some couples will take up all our sakes! Tonight: The more PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
a mutual hobby. LIBRA has a the merrier. Somewhere noisy ** Global issues weigh heavy
way of enticing you into naugh- and energetic will prod you out on your mind. You worry about
of the doldrums.
the future. You can't save the
tiness.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
world all by yourself, so join an
The Stars Show the Kind of *** Searching for the meaning outdoors club or a social-activist
of life? Visit a psychic. hypnotist organization that encourages
Day Nou'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
or life coach, and focus on the peaceful change. You'll make
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: big picture. You like
to plan some new friends too. Tonight.
2-Difficult
ahead. Find a way to leave your Don't stay home!
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Refuse to take tnings/people/comments too personally.
Weigh your reactions to others.
If you hit a lot of flak, consider
deferring to others. Why not?
Someone might be quite seductive. trying to get you to agree or
consent! Tonight. Sort through
Invitations.

TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** It you splurge on luxury

worries behind. An outside opinion helps. Tonight: Call a long
lost friend and reconnect. Share
a secret with confidence.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You'd rather not face
reality today. Wings on your
feet? Use up some vacation time
soon to visit a different country
or at ,east take up a foreign language You need a challenge
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Ruby Simpson Child Development Ctr.
Willis Early Childhood Center/Murray
Head Start

BORN TODAY
President
George
Herbert
Walker Bush (1924), diarist Anne
Frank (1929), author Johanna
Spyri (1827)
***

Jacqueline Biger is on the
Internet at httpl/twww.jacque-

linebiger.com.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

items, try to play Ralph Nader
Ciear out your to-do list one by
one. Your effectiveness will clear
the path to more good times
Nurture those who seem to be in
an uproar Tonight. Share feelings with a loved one.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Entertaining might come
more easily than working. Your
laughter and an easygoing attitude will
be appreciated
Everyone wants to be your best
friend. Tonight: Try a brand-new
venue, club or neighborhood

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Fatten your wallet today
with a new decision aboul
finances Real estate might be
involved
finally, a long-term
plan for security! Consider a
'look' change. perhaps a diet or
a new hair color? Tonight: Buy a
favorite treat on the way home

lay is a domestic medium air graN Minnie is a dilute Tortoiseshell
tabby, eight weeks old, female
mix, nine weeks old, female
SHELTER HOURS: MON.411. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM•3 PM

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Opposing opinions

Fir 1111)11 tittount.ition I. unt,ii
‘iurray-Calloway County Animal Shelter

add variety Remember that.
Listen. Later. you'll be able to
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Academics priority for Adams
CALLOWAY STANDOUT TURNS DOWN MSU,OTHER OFFERS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Rachel Adams has spent the past
four years becoming one of the most
decorated high school athletes in
west Kentucky on the track as well
as on the basketball court.
But when it came time to think
about her future, academics ultimately won out over athletics for the
Calloway County graduate.
After nearly a month of indecision, she turned down an offer last
week to play basketball for Murray
State in order to attend the
University of Kentucky to pursue
academic interests.
Adams' 16 points and 8.1
rebounds per game during her senior

season with the Lady Laken aetted
her Associated Press Ali-State honors and a phone call from Racer
head coach Rob Cross in May.
Adams. who had already
received a full academic scholarship
from Murray State, was offered a
spot on the team, suddenly giving
her a new twist on a decision she
thought she had already made.
"I thought about it a lot," said
Adams, who also owns three
KFISAA state championships in the
high jump. "I kind of had my mind
made up to go to UK and then the
whole Murray State thing happened.
It was a really tough decision, but
I'm glad it's finally over with."
She received the Presidential

MSU ROUNDUP

scholarship at Kentucky. where she
plans to major in biology with a prepharmacy route.
Kentucky was a natural choice
for Adams academic-wise because
its pre-pharmacy program offers a
direct pathway into the university's
highly-regarded pharmacy school.
In addition to Cross' offer, she
received several basketball offers
from smallet schools and multiple
track offers from schools across the
country, including Kentucky.
But the 4.0 student and CCHS
valedictorian said she decided to
focus solely on academics in college, relegating athletics to a
leisure-time activity.
"I definitely want to do intramu-

rals," she said. "I think that'd be a
lot of fun. Ill probably join a sorority and play that way. It'll be a good
way to stay in shape."
Her brother, former Calloway
basketball standout Wes Adams.
attends Kentucky, something she
said partially affected her decision.
"It wasn't the deciding factor or
anything," she said. "It probably
influenced my decision a little bit
because I saw how much he loved it.
I went up there several times and
stayed with him. I just really liked
the atmosphere and the people."
Had she chosen to play basketball at Murray State. Adams would
have been pan of a Fourth District
Sae ADAMS,2C

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Tlmeb

Calloway County basketball and track standou
Rachel Adams has turned down college offers
in both sports in order to attend Kentucky on a
Presidential Scholarship

SUMMERTIME SNAPSHOT

MSU Sports Information

Murray State golfer Hunter
Ford watches one of his tee
shots during this past golf
season. Ford, a Paducah
native, is battling for the
lead in the early going of
the Kentucky Men's State
Amateur at the Country Club
of Paducah.

Ford leads
pack of
Racer
golfers at
state am
By MSU Sports Information
PADUCAH, Ky. -- Eight
Current and former Murray State
golfers are off to good starts at
the 2008 AT&T Kentucky State
Amateur Championship at the
Country Club of Paducah.
. Hunter Ford (So., Paducah,
Ky.) was tied for second in the
field of 156 competitors with a
first round one-under par 71.
Other current Racers were
also in good position.
Jared Wolfe (Jr, Louisville,
Ky I was in fourth place after an
even-par 72, while Chris Griffin
(Jr., Paducah, Ky.) was in eighth
place after a 73. Cameron
Carrico (So., Owensboro, Ky.),
the Ohio Valley Conference
Freshman of the Year in the
Tring, was in 17th place after a
74, while Nick Newcomb (Jr.,
Benton, Ky.) also carded a 74.
Newcomb was the OVC
Championship
individual
medalist in the spring. William
Hunt (Fr., Paducah, Ky.) was in
29th place after a 75.
Two former Racers were in
the hunt as well.
Jerry Price (Owensboro, Ky.)
Was in 17th place with a 74,
While
Jason
Lancaster
(Mayfield, Ky.) was in 37th
place with a 76.
. The overall leader was 1)
,Ier
Sharpe of Greensburg, Ky... with
Play was scheduled to continue Wednesday in the second
round
At the end of the round a cut
will be made with the top 70
players
advancing
into
Thursday's final round.

MICHAEL DANN" Ledger & Imes

Will Snodgrass helps out youngsters with their golf swing at the Lady Racer Junior golf camp going on this week at Miller Memorial
Golf Course Snodgrass is
the Clubhouse/Pro Shop manager at Miller. Milkman has been leading the women's golf team at MSU for the last 15
years.

U.S. OPEN 2008

Garcia still looking for major breakthrough
OPEN OFFERS SPANIARD CHANCE TO TURN
`ALMOSTS'INTO A VICTORY
By EDDIE RELLS
Associated Press
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Last
year, he almost won a major.
This year, he won an almostmajor.
What Sergio Garcia would
really like to do this week is
take the "almost" out of play.
The next chance for the latest — does it really need to
be said? — Best Player to
Never Win a Major is the U.S.
Open, beginning Thursday at
Torrey Pines.
"I don't think about it too
much." Garcia said. "I've cried
to make a positive out of it.
Like anyone. my goal is to
win tournaments, win majors,
try to become the best player
I can be."
Could he be rounding into
form just in time for what is
widely hailed as the toughest
test in golP The recent results
say 'Yes.'
He overcame his balky putter, the sinking feeling from a
three-year winless streak and
whatever other demons may
follow him to win The Players Championship five weeks
ago.
Garcia stiffed a wedge into
arguably the most famous and

treacherous hole in golf — the
island-green 17th — in a playoff to win what the tour would
like to be considered golf's
fifth major.
That tournament's place in
golf is debatable. What isn't
is the strength of the field (the
toughest in golf), the unmatched
prize money ($1.62 million for
first) and the fact that, to Garcia, the feeling coming down
the stretch at Sawgrass was
very much like what he experienced last year at the Bntish
Open.
It was a much different ending at Carnoustie, where Gar
cia squandered a three-stroke
lead, barely missed a putt that
would have won it on No. IS
and lost in a playoff to Padraig
Harrington. Afterward, he
famously --- or infamously —
griped that forces greater than
just the competition seemed to
plague him.
But while the emotion of
the moment got the best of
him there, a year later, he
chalks it up simply as a learning experience — every bit as
beneficial as the one last month
at TPC.
"Every time you're trying
to win a big event like those
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AT A GLANCE
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two, of course you're a little
bit nervous and you're trying
to control your emotions and
stuff," Garcia said. "But they
were both great experiences. I
learned from both of them. I'm
looking forward to going
through the same motions again
this week."
Though the British and TPC
are each difficult in their own
way. the U.S. Open earns its
See OPEN,2C

CHRIS CARLSON

AP

Sergio Garcia of Spain practices at the chipping green
for the US Open at Torrey Pines Golf Course Tuesday
in San Diego.
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Cards lose
Pujols in
win over
Reds

Haverstock Insurance Agency
"

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standing.
All Times CDT
East Division
W
LPCI GB
Boston
40 27 597
1
Tampa Ba
38 27 585
New York
33 32 508
6
6
Baltimore
32 31 506
Toronto
34 33 507
6
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
37 27 576
Minnesota
31 34 477 61.2
Cleveland
30 35 462 71.2
Detroit
27 37 422
10
Kansas City
25 40 38512 1,2
West Division
W
LPct CB
Los Angeles
40 25 806
—
Oakland
5
34 30 531
Texas
7
33 33 500
Seattle
23 42 35416 1 ,2

STRAINED LEFT
CALF WILL BE
EXAMINED IN
ST. LOUIS
TODAY
.CINCINNATI (AP) -Seeing Albert Pujols on the
ground in pain dampened the St
Louis Cardinals' spirits after
their third straight win.
The Cardinals watched their
leading hitter be helped off the
field with what was diagnosed
as a strained left calf in the seventh inning of their 7-2 victory
Tuesday
night
over the
Cincinnati Reds.
"It's pretty hard to enjoy the
win when something like this
happens, but you've got to deal
with it." Cardinals manager
Tony LaRussa said.
The six-time All-Star and
2005 National League Most
Valuable Player was carted out
of the clubhouse and was being
flown back to St. Louis for more
tests, general manager John
Mozeliak said after the game.
"Based on what I saw — and
frn not a doctor — it was pretty
bait." Mozeliak said.
:Ryan Ludwick homered and
drove. in four runs to lead the
Cadinals' 11 -hit effort.
.Pujols and Rick Ankiel gave
the Cardinals their first set of
back-to-back home runs this
s- Asian before Pujols was helped
off the field with the injury he
suffered while running out a
ground ball.
Ludwick also doubled twice
and.lingled in support of rookie
rigiirshander Mitchell Boggs,
wino made his first major league
stdrt and second appearance.
"How does it affect things?"
Ludwick said of Pujols' injury.
"He's one of the best hitters of
all time. He's the motor that
makes the engine run. It's huge.
We just have to dig deep and try
to find a way to put runs on the
board."
Reds right fielder Ken
Griffey Jr. went 0-for-3 with a
walk in his first home game
since hitting his 600th career
home run Monday in Florida.
He stepped out of the dugout
and %Paved his batting helmet to
acknowledge a standing ovation
after his milestone home run
was replayed on the video
screen and a "Griffey Jr. 600"
home run sign was unveiled in
right-center field.
Boggs(1-0) allowed four hits
and two runs with three walks
over five innings.
"He had a lot of movement,"
Reds manager Dusty Baker said.
"You could tell by the way
(catcher Yadier Molina) was
catching the ball that he had a lot
of:movement."
The Cardinals scored four
runs with two outs in the third
inning against Reds starter
Homer Bailey.

•
Nobody can protect your AUTO
. any better than we can!
;211 S. 12th St *Murray KY • 753-3415
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Team Blaze, a local 12 & under baseball team, beat the heat and the competition this
past weekend to claim the championship of the West KY Invitational, Team members
include (back row, from 10) Michael Arnett, Coach Donald Underhill, Coach Tom Adams,
Coach Joe Anderson. Coach Jason Carter, (middle row, from left) Alex Miller, Parker
Adams, Clay Smotherman, Aaron Collie, Wade Carter, Jordan Dawson,(front row, from
left) Jacob Underhill, Devon Jernigan, Austin Anderson and Thomas Canning.

NBA FINALS

Bryant leads Lakers to win
L.A. CAN TIE
SERIES WITH
THURSDAY WIN

Tuesday's Games
Baltimore 10. Boston 6
Cleveland 1. Minnesota 0
Detroit 6, Chicago White Sox 4
Torontc 3, Seattle 1
Texas 6, Kansas City 5
N Y Yankees 3, Oakland 1
L A Angels 6, Tampa Bay 1
Wednesday's Games
Seattle If Hernandez 4-5l at Toronto
(Marcum 5-3) 11 37 a.m
Tampa Bay (Kazrnir 6-11 Si L A. Angels
(Lackey 2-1). 2 35 p m
Baltimore (Olson 5-1) at Boston iColon
3-1), 695 pm
Minnesota (Blackburn 4-4) at Cleveland
(Byrd 3-5), 605 p m
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 6-4) at
Detroit iVerlander 2-9), 605 pm
TeAas iPadilla 7-3) at Kansas City
(Davies 2-0), 7 10 P m
N sr Yankees IFiasner 3-3) at Oakland
IDuchscherer 5-41. 9-05 pm
Thursday's Gaines
Chicago White Sox at Detroit 1205
pro
Texas at Kansas City, 1 'Op m
Baltimore at Boston, 505 pm
Minnesota at Cleveland, 6 05 p m
NY Yankees at Oakland, 905 p m

National League Standings
Alt Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct 08
Philadelphia
39 27 591
-Florida
35 29 547
3
Atlanta
32 33 492 6 1/2
New York
30 33 476 7 1/2
Washington
26 SO 394
13
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
41 24 631
Chicago
Si Louis
39 27 591 2 1/2
Milwaukee
33 31 516 7 3(2
Houston
33 32 508
13
Pittsburgh
31 34 477
10
Cincinnati
31 35 47010 12
West Dtvislon
W
L Pct GB
Anzona
35
536
—
Los Aogeles
31 33 484 31/2
San Francisco
29 36.446
6
San Diego
26 36 424 71/2
Colorado
25 39 391 9 1,2

30

Tuesday's Games
Washington 7. Pittsburgh 6
Anzona 9, NY Mets 5
Flonda 5. Pholadeophia 4
St LOUIS 7 Cincinnati 2
Chicago Cubs 10, Atlanta 5
Houston 6, Milwaukee 1
Colorado 10. Sar Francisco 5
L A Dodgers 7. San Diego 2
Wednesday's Games
Washington (Lannan 4-6) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 2-6). 6 05 p
Anzona (Webb 11-2) at N Y Mets
(Pettrey 2-61, 6'10 p.m
Philadelphia (Harnels 6-4) at Flonda
Miller 4-5), 6 10 p m
St Louis (Looper 7-5) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 5-5).6- 10 pm
Atlanta {Jun-tens 6-3) at Chicago Cubs
iDerncister 7-2), 7-05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Parra 4-2) at Houston
(Backe 4-7), 7.05 p.m
San Francisco (LinceeJm 8- I) at
Colorado (Jimenez 1-6), 805 pro
L A Dodgers (Billingsley 4-61 at San
Diego (Woe 4-41, 9.05 p m.
Thursday's Games
Washington at Pltsburgn, 11.35 am
Anzona at N.Y Mets. 12:10 p.m
Milwaukee at Houston, 1.05 pm
Atlanta at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
San Francisco at Colorado, 205 17.m•
L A Dodgers at San Diego, 2:35 p.m.
Philadelphia at Florida, 6-10 p.m.
St Louis at Cincinnati, 6:10 p m

By TOM WITHERS
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Serenaded by a star-studded,
Hollywood crowd with the customary and overdone "M-V-P,
M-V-P" chants, Kobe Bryant
showed why he's unmatched.
Through a sloppy game glutted with fouls, missed free
SportsBriefs
throws, air balls, poor deciII Calloway County football coach Josh McKee) is urging parents
sions and basketball unworthy
and members of the school to be on watch for a company, "Elite Design"
of the NBA finals or the Celticsout of Texas that could be soliciting money for a Calloway County Laker
Lakers rivalry, Bryant stood
football poster. McKee' wants the public to know that neither himself or
alone.
the scoot has any agreement with that company and urges people not
As always.
tc give them money. For more information, feel free to contact McKeel..
The league's best player in
at 762-7374 ext. 114.
the regular season, he's the
class of the postseason, too.
Bryant finally shook free
from Boston's gang green of
ent has put him in a selenr.
From Page 1C
defenders to score 36 points,
reputation as the toughest major handful of players thought to
Sasha Vujacic added 20 and
because of the unpredictable have the stuff to challenge
Los Angeles flirted with disrough. the narrow fairways, the Woods someday.
Nobody has cashed in on
aster before pulling out a mustglassy greens — in all, the
win and beating Boston 87-81
USGA's ability to transforni a their promise yet. Garcia is still
MARK J. TERRILL / AP
k enough, at 28, to have
on Tuesday night to close withplace like Torrey Pines into a
in 2-1 in a series that may be Los Angeles Lakers guard Kobe Bryant reacts after a course that is totally different a chance to do it on any given
shot in the second half of Game 3 of the NBA finals from what it is during the reg- week.
just getting started.
He says he's happier with
Bryant, whose shot would- against the Boston Celtics Tuesday in Los Angeles.
ular tour stop here each Januhis short game than he has
n't drop in Games I and 2 at
ary.
Boston, went 12-of-20 from the league's marquee teams on.
"The way they have set it been in the past, and felt good
Vujacic was the only other up with different tees, differ- with wedge in hand last week;
the floor and overcame a hor- since 1987.
No team in NBA playoff Los Angeles player to score ent lengths, it can play so many at the St. Jude Championship
rid 11-of-18 night from the
foul line, where he clanged the history has ever overcome an in double figures, as he and different ways that it's going in Memphis, where he shot a
Bryant combined for 64 per- to be very interesting to see closing-round 66 to finish tied,
iron like former teammate 0-3 deficit.
*
Bryant made sure the Lak- cent of the Lakers' points on how the scores turn out," Tiger for fourth.
Shaquille O'Neal.
"It's been a while since I've:
a night when Lamar Odom (4 Woods said.
"I felt like I was in a for- ers won't have to.
.
And this time, the superstar points, 5 fouls) and Gasol (9
eign territory because I hadn't
Possibly helping Sergio, and been able to achieve that, t(f:
points on 3-of-9 shooting) the rest of the other 154 play- have a decent score without:
been there in so long,- Bryant got some help.
Vujacic. the self-proclaimed couldn't be counted on.
ers in the field, is that Woods striking the ball like I normal-'•
said of his I5-foot misfires.
Lakers coach Phil Jackson hasn't played a competitive ly do," Garcia said.
"It's like somebody just dropped "Machine," made three 3-pointHe's also been feeling bet-,
me off in the middle of Shang- ers, including a crucial one may not always like Vujacic's round since the Masters. He
hai with no translator and no from the left corner with 1753 shot selection, but he was glad had surgery on his left knee ter of late about his putting,:
left that gave the Lakers an the 24-year-old stepped up.
to clean out cartilage and said which was largely to blame for:
dictionary. It was crazy.
"He's a little bit of a rock- that while he's fit to play this the three-year victory drought;:
"At least I got there. So 81-76 lead.
And before the putting.
Pau Gasol finally flexed his head." Jackson said, smiling. week, he's at less than 100
that's a positive."
plagued him. it was that imposA change of time zones, jer- muscles with two inside bas- "That's what we call him. He percent.
"Is it fully recovered?" sible-to-watch pre-swing rouseys and attitude did wonders kets in the fourth quarter and believes in himself very sintine that seemed to stymie Garfor the Lakers, who staggered Derek Fisher, who took an $8 cerely, that he's going to make Woods said. "Probably not."
It will be hard to find any- cia's progress.
home from Boston in an 0-2 million pay cut to come back the next one. And you have
He spit in the cup at Doral,
hole and couldn't afford to fall and play for the Lakers, made to be that way if you're going one willing to call Woods vulHe signed an incorrect scoreany further behind in the first two free throws with 1:33 to have the guts to go out nerable, however.
"It's like Big Brown, with card at the PGA.
best-of-seven matchup between remaining as the Lakers held there and do it. Sasha is always
He melted down more than
going to make the next shot. a crack" in his hoof, Garcia
That (last) one might have been said. "He was still the favorite." once in the final round of other
off, but the next one is going
Reminded that Big Brown majors.
list gees on,
finished last of nine horses at
in.
it has led Garcia to conGame 4 is Thursday night the Belmont Stakes last weekat Staples Center, where the end. Garcia quipped, "Still a cede that, as much as the physical and mechanical parts of
Lakers are 9-0 in the playoffs top 10."
Top 10s, of course, aren't his game, it's what's upstairs
and unbeaten in 15 games since
what interest players like Gar- that might really make a difMarch 28.
ference at this point in his
But it trk everything they cia anymore.
For almost a decade, his tal- career.
had to keep that streak alive
as the Celtics, two wins from
their 17th NBA title but only
2-8 on the road in this postseason, made the Lakers play Flom Page IC
springtime when it's track sea-'
a more physical. Eastern Conson," she said. "It'll just be'
ference-style game and nearly trifecta, joining teammate Kayla weird not doing it because I've
Cunningham and Marshall
walked away with a win.
done it for so long. I'll probably
Ray Allen scored 25 points County standout Jessica Holder, miss it a little bit.both
of
whom
have
committed
— 15 on 3-pointers — for the
Official Sponsor
Celtics, but only one-third of to the Racers for the 2009-10
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY
Boston's Big Three showed up. season.
of the FP
Lindy Suiter
Adams recently wrapped up
Kevin Garnett scored 13
‘•
Corner of 12th & Poplar • 112 S 12th St
her Calloway career with a third
points
on
just
6-of-21
shootMurray, KY 42071
ing and Paul Pierce, playing a consecutive title in the high
(270) 759-3500 • 270-293-7506
short drive from his childhood jump at the Class 3A state meet
nOR Mein St • 751 511.1)
home, had only six points. in Louisville.
While
basketball
will
likely
missed 12 shots and was in
TV, radio
continue to be a part of her life,
foul trouble all night.
BOXING
she
knows
opportunities to comp.m.
-We had our opportunites."
TRACTOR S
ESPN2
Light moddieweightS,
Pierce said. "But we look at pete in the high jump will be few
Sechew Powell i23-1-0) as Deanclre
www rnontanatraCtorl corn
this going into Game 4 and and far between in life after high
Latimore 18.1-0) at New York
MAJOR LEAGUE aASEBALL
say, 'Hey, we play like that, school.
7 p.m.
"I'll
probably
miss
it
in
the
hold them to 87.—
ESPN
Atlanta at Chicago Cubs
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Montana Tractors.
The quality tractor you deserve at the price you want.
Jump into June. Take a ride and bring home a Montana today.

Customer rebates of up
to $1,500

• Mimicustomer
rebates of $500 for a total
of$2,000 on select models

FAUGHWS COUNTY
TRACTOR
& IMPLEMENT

Montana

a Adams

Y limes

Nturra, Ledger & limes
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2008 Dodge 1500STReg.
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MSRP

$22,385

Peppers Disc
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Peppers Disc
Rebates
GM Owner Loyalty

131998°
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MSRP

$27.835

Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates

-4,847
- 6,000

• Cruise Control

• Chrome Wheels

• Power Windows &
Mirrors

• Trailering Package
• Fog lights
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$21,445

2006 Honda Ridgeline 4WD
24,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, NC.
Stk. #P6830

$20,968*
2007 Saturn Relay Van
23,000 Miles, 7
Passenger, Heated
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #178365A

18,556*
2006 Chevrolet Aveo IS

c phys ,•

tarts of
upstairs
• a difin his

areI've

rotlatily

-EFS
---1

44,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels. Moonroof, GM
Certified Vehicle.
Stk. OGC8268A
Was $16,948, Now

Disclaim*, 't.s prkces plus tax, title and license addrtionai. Rebates deducted $.64
lee inchaled Ptiotes for ieustration at:rpoiss Onry
'"nPrth approved Toyota Ftnancial Services Credit

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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2006 Pontiac Grand Prix GXP
55,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #P6801
Was $20,967, Now

$15,948*
99,567*
PIE-OWNED VEHICLES: 2003 Pontiac Bonneville SLE
2006 Jeep Wrangler: 10,000 Miles,6 Speed,
A/C. Stk. #P6789
$16.984
2003 Dodge Durango SLT: 92,000 Miles,
Leather, 7 Passenger. Stk. #CC8185A

$7.928
2001 Chevrolet Tahoe LT: 126,000 Miles,
Heated Leather, Moonroof,8 Passenger.
Stk. #CT8202A
68.995
2000 Chevrolet Z-71 Ext. Cab: 89,000 Miles,
LT, Heated Leather. Stk. #GT8182A

53,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. Z-P6852A

$11,725e
2005 Locus E'S330
50,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, NAV
Stk. #P6829

$11,375
2004 Ford Taurus: 77,000 Miles, T/C, PW, PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels. Stk. #P6803A

$7,995

2006 Ford Fusion SF.L

38,000 Miles,
5 Speed,
Stk. OGT8224A

32.000 Mlles, Leather.
Moonroof, Spoiler, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #P6847

$9,498*

97,432*

2007 Mazda 5

Many Hot Cars on the Way
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2006 Pontiac Torrent

29,000 Miles, Crew Cab,
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Nerf Bars.
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2008 Toyota Sequoias
'4,000 Peppers Discount
Get Additional $2.000 Toyota
Rebate If You Own a Toyota or Scion!

• Remote Keyless • 16" Aluminum
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2007 Mazda 3
25,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Alloy Wheels
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•

$15,998
2007 Ford Mustang

30.000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Alloy Wheels, 6
Passenger.
Stk. #P6831

5,000 Miles, Leather,
Automatic, Alloy Wheels
Stk. #P6836

30,000 Miles. T/C, PW,
PL, Automatic.
Stk. #P6835
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Bush: Diplomacy 1st choice vs. Iran

1
1

By The Associated Press
MESEBERG, Germany (AP)
• - President Bush said today
that his first choice is to solve a
nuclear standoff with Iran by
using diplomacy, but "all
options are on the table."
The president reinforeed the
possibility of military strike
against Iran, even as a last
resort. during a news conference
with German Chancellor Angela
Merkel Bush warned that a
nuclear-armed Iran would be a
danger to world peace, and he is
rallying European allies to back
sanctions.
The president is pushing Iran
to halt its uranium enrichment in
a verifiable way. Iran insists it is
enriching only for peaceful purposes.
Bush said, "I told the chancellor my first choice, of comae,
is to solve this diplomatically."
He quickly added, "all options
are on the table."
Merkel said if Iran does not
agree to suspend its enrichment
program, additional sanctions
would be needed.
"The offer has been put on
the table to Iran, but ... if Iran
does not meet its commitments,
then further sanctions will simply have to follow," she said.
Europeans want to wait on
stiffer sanctions until after the
European Union's foreign policy chief, Javier Solana, visits
Tehran to present a package of
incentives in exchange for stopping its enrichment program.
The offer, an updated version of
one that Iran ignored a few years
ago, was developed by the
United States, along with
Germany. Britain, France,
Russia and China.
The diplomatic pressure
came as Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad on
Wednesday said Bush's era "has
come to an end" and he has
failed in his goals to attack Iran
and stop its nuclear program.
Ahmatlinejad said pressures
and sanctions won't succeed in
forcing Iran to halt its uranium
enrichment program. "If the
enemy thinks they can break the
Iranian nation with pressure,
they are wrong," he said.
Bush, in the midst of a
tarewett trip through Europe,
visited with Merkel and
addressed reporters in another
session dominated by Iran.
The U.N. Security Council
has imposed three sets of limited
sanctions against Iran for refusing to halt uranium enrichment,
a technology that can be used to
produce nuclear fuel or materials for bomb. Iran continues to
defy them.
Bush on Tuesday won new
European promises to tighten
pressure on Tehran, possibly
with new sanctions. The president had not mentioned the

stre4
An Iraqi man gheves after two mortar rour.de hit a busy
said one
in the central Baghdad area of Kaneda today. Police
civilian was killed and five were wounded

mb kills 5 on 1
Baghdad buses i.
AP
Angela Marital address the
U.S. President George W. Bush. left, and German Chanceilor
, north of Berfin,
media after a meeting at the German govemme l's guest house in Meseberg
today.
wealthy countries and
prospect of "all options" on oppose the war, both in the U.S. between
nations over such
developing
and
Iraq.
disTuesday in Slovenia when
Stiff Iraqi opposition has issues as farm subsidies.
cussing Iran, although he has
Earlier, Bush strolled with
raised to the deal has raised
before.
Schloss Meseberg, the
"Our position is that we doubts about whether Bush will Merkel at
government's main
German
done
deal
the
get
to
able
be
in
sanctions
ought to enforce the
. After a countryside
guesthouse
office.
leaves
he
place and we ought to work with before
"I think we'll end up with a bike ride that seemed to invigorour allies to levy additional
he and Merkel had
sanctions if they choose -- if the strategic agreement in Iraq," ate Bush,
and then took a cambreakfast
withyet
,
confidently
said
Bush
to
continue
to
choose
Iranians
walk through the forignore the demands of the free out indicating a timetable. era-ready
"There's all kinds of 'wise in mal gardens next to the creamworld," Bush said.
Merkel said she favors hav- their system and our system. colored castle.
Bush seemed to want to stay
ing sanctions decided through What ultimately will win out is
as possible from the line
far
as
truth."
the
but
Council,
the U.N. Secunty
steering Merkel down
media,
of
is
States
United
the
said
Bush
that doesn't preclude any discusthat took them away. But
sion within the European Union in Iraq at the invitation of the a path
Merkel steered
about whether there are other sovereign government there, and minutes later,
and the two chatted
back
is
them
U.S.
the
that
accounts
that
in
perhaps
measures,
punitive
seeking permanent military briefly with reporters before
the banking sector.
moving inside.
Addressing opponents of tak- bases ate "erroneous."
Bush is close with Merkel,
The two leaders also dising certain sanctions, Merkel
change. and has hosted her at his Texas
climate
said "Let us think of the people cussed
— the less-grand diploin Iran. This is what is essential. Afghanistan, how the demand ranch
equivalent of his invitaI think these people deserve a for biofuels is exerting upward matic
to Schloss Meseberg.
better outlook.... And we would pressure on food prices and tion here
Their relationship hit a btunp at
hope that the leadership in Iran trade.
Merket said she has not given a recent NATO summit in
would finally set reason."
hopes of completing global Romania when they split over
up
Bush also was asked about
to give Georgia and
the war in Iraq, and he said the trade negotiations being con- whether
a path to membership in
U.S.-led invasion in 2003 was ducted under the auspices of the Ukraine
artizatio . the alliarice, tea stilt is a liugely
`World Tiade
the right decisien.
improved over U.S.-German ties
"I don't regret it at all," Bush However, the so-called Doha
under Merkel's predecessor.
at
is
s
negotiation
trade
of
Round
wished
he
said
he
said, although
Schroeder.
Gerhard
battles
of
because
impasse
an
he hadn't used some language
such as "dead or alive" when
talking about Osama bin Laden
or "bring them on" when talking
about insurgents in Iraq.
Bush also said he is not seeking permanent U.S. military
bases in Iraq.
The Bush administration is
seeking an agreement with
Baghdad that would provide for
a normal, permanent U.S. military and diplomatic presence in
Iraq. The word "permanent" has
been a flashpoint for many who

concerns.
Across town, two mortar rounds hit a busy street in the centn4
Baghdad area of Kan-ada, killing a civilian and wounding five othit
era. police said.
Meanwhile, the U.S. military said it captured an inuuan-traine4
bomb expert Wednesday southeast of Baghdad during a raid on thq
man's home
The suspect is believed to have traveled to Iran several times foi
explosives training, and has numerous Iranian contacts who belt
him smuggle weapons and bomb-making materials into Ira%
according to a military statement.
U.S. troops, acting on intelligence from other criminals already iü
custody, subdued thc suspect after he reached for a weapon, but at;
.•
shots were fired, the statement said.
of
member
a
as
expert
The military described the explosives
"special group" — language the U.S uses to describe Shiite ail
amen defying a cease-fire order by anti-American cleric Mullgilla
Sadr. Many of them are believed to have fled recent fighting in ha
Baghdad stronghold of Sub- City.
An indefinite curfew was imposed north of Baghdad in Saddani
Hussein's home village of Otija and police scoured the areij
Wednesday, following the killing of the head of Saddam's tribal
clan.
-*
.
Sheik Ali al-Nida and one of his guards died in an axplosiog
if
glued
Tuesday that Iraqi police blamed on a bomb that had been
the undercarriage of their car,
Al-Nida was chief of the al-Bu Nasir tribe, a large Sumn Arali
clan with about 20,000 members, including Saddain's family.
Another prominent sheik in the area, with whom al-Nitia
joined forces in the past year to fight al-Qaida-inspired militant*
said Wednesday an investigation committee had been formed CO
probe the killing.
Sheik liattAd arTeltourt saraInvesrtgatori had ruled out any sabotage by al-Nida's, guards or relatiees still loyal to the late dap11811i
Iraqi dictator, and that he believed al-Qaide was responsible.

While Cindy & Sarah are
Playing at the Lake...

We're Giving Away

Ancient cave may be
linked to Christianity as
faith's earliest church
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) -Archaeologists in Jordan have
discovered a cave underneath
one of the world s oldest churches and say it may have been an
even more ancient site of
Christian worship.
An outside expert expressed
caution about the claim.
Archaeologist Abdel-Qader
Hussein. head of the Rihab
Center for Archaeological
Studies, said this week that the
cave was unearthed in the northern Jordanian city of Rihab after
three months of excavation and
shows evidence of early
Christian rituals.
The cave is under St.
Georgeous Church. built in A.D.
230, making it one of the oldest
churches in the world, along
with one unearthed in the
Jordanian southern port of
Aqaba in 1998 and another in
Israel discovered in 2005.
Hussein said there was evidence that the underground cave
was used as a church by 70 disciples of Jesus in the first century after Christ's death, which
would make it the oldest
Christian site of worship in the
world.
He described a circular worship area with stone seats separated from a living area that had
a long tunnel leading to a source
of water. He said the early
Christians hid there from persecutMn.
A mosaic inscription on the
floor of the later church of St.
Georgeous above refers to —the
if beloved by God and the
divine" who founded the worship there.

norther
BAGHDAD (AP) — A bomb planted near a bridge in
rush host/
i3aghdad killed five people on passing minibuses during
today, Iraqi police said.
at least
A woman and a 7-year-old boy were among the dead, and
od ci(
10 other people were wounded in the mostly Shiite neighborho
axuritsA
to
due
anonymity
of
condition
on
said
officer
an
Hurriyah,

Thomas Parker, a historian at
University of North
the
Carolina-Raleigh, who led the
taint that discovered the church
in Aqaba, said that while he hadn't seen the Rihab site, any such
claim should be taken with a
degree of caution.
"An extraordinary claim like
this requires extraordinary evidence," he said."We need to see
the artifacts and dating evidence
to suggest such an occupation in
the 1st century A.D."
Parker asked how archeologists could be certain whether
the "cave was actually a center
of Christian worship."
The archaeologist also noted
that mosaics are difficult to date
unless there is a precise date in
the text of the mosaic inscriptions themselves and typical
with
inscriptions
mosaic
Christian themes are front the
5th to 6th century.
"It's quite possible that there
was a cave with earlier occupation which was later converted
to Christian use. But to make the
jump that this was actually used
by Christians fleeing I erusaleni
in the 1st century A.D. seems
like a stretch to me," Parker
said.
Archimandrite Nektarious,
Bishop Deputy of the Greek
in
Archdiocese
Orthodox
Amman hailed the discovery,
calling it an "important milestone for Christians all around
the world and right here at
home."
"It confirms that Christians in
this region ... are real citizens
who have always had roots in
this region..."
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